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Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney at Law 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 21 5 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 14 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933 
State Bar No. 7370 
Counsel to Plaintiff City of Huetter 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho 
municipal corporation; 
1 
) CaseNo: ~ 3 b ~ - 1 2 5 ~  
1 
Plaintiff, ) REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY 
) JUDGMENT TO ASCERTAIN 
VS. ) STATUS, AND REQUEST FOR 
) INJUNCTION 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and 
JENNIFER L. BROWN, 
1 
) Filing Fee: Waived pursuant to Idaho 
) Code 5 67-2301 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW Plaintiff CITY OF HtJETTER, an Idaho municipal corporation 
(hereinafter "CITY OF HUETTER), by and through its City Attorney and attorney of 
record, Arthur B. Macomber, pursuant to power conferred by Idaho Code section 50-301, 
and the Idaho Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act at Idaho Code section 10-1201 et. seq., 
requesting declaratory judgment "to declare rights, status, and other legal relations" of 
Defendants BRADLEY KEENE, registered elector (hereinafter "KEENE"), and 
JENNIFER BROWN, registered elector (hereinafter "BROWN"), related to CITY OF 
Request for Declaratory Judgment and Injunction - CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
HUE7'TER'S Mayoral and one Councilperson position respectively. CITY OF EWETTER 
requests interpretation of the Idaho Constitution and State statutes related to elections and 
municipal offices in light of certain facts so that the status and legal relations between the 
parties may be clarified. These facts and presently arising circumstances have resulted in a 
live controversy and current uncertainty such that Plaintiff cannot hold necessary City 
Council meetings or otherwise govern its municipal corporation knowing that it is in 
accordance with its powers pursuant to Idaho law. (Idaho Const. Art XII § 2; I.C. § 50-301, 
et seq.) 
Further, due to Plaintiffs present inability to hold meetings without disruption it 
has become disabled as a corporate body, thus CITY OF HUETTER requests this Court 
exercise its power pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure ("1,R.C.P.") 57 and 65(a)(2) 
to order a speedy hearing of this action and advance it on the calendar for immediate 
resolution. 
Finally, CITY OF JXETTER prays for this Court's immediate Order granting 
preliminary injunction to bar Defendants fiom representing that they are municipal officers 
until such time as this Court can issue its findings and rule thereupon. 
JURISDICTION and VENUE 
Plaintiff CITY OF HlETTER is a validly organized Idaho municipal corporation in 
Kootenai County. Defendants are residents of CITY OF HUETTER and registered electors 
within voting Precinct 35, a geographic area in Kootenai County designated by the 
Kootenai County Elections Department that includes Plaintiff CITY OF HIR3TER. Thus, 
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pursuant to Idaho Code sections 1-705, 5-404, and 10-1201 this court, has jurisdiction over 
this matter and venue lies in this Court. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Prior to Election Day in November, 2007, various candidates were timely 
proposed for election to Plaintiff CITY OF IXETTER offices by petition, including 
Defendants KEENE and BROWN. 
2. On Election Day in November, 2007, CITY OF HUETTER voters 
challenged the electoral status of twelve voters, to wit, David Meeks, Jackie Meeks, 
Jennifer Brown, Josh Douglas, Bradley Keene, Andrew Kienow, Carissa Lindblom, Shawn 
Marquette, Misty Permenter, Jamee Pilmore, Lang Surnner, and John Whitaker. 
3. At the election two challenged candidates, Defendants BROWN and 
KEENE, were elected Mayor and Councilperson respectively. 
4. On November 9,2007, Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER timely canvassed the 
votes and determined that Defendants BROWN and KEENE were two of the three people 
elected as stated in paragraph three herein. 
5.  On December 27,2007, pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-432, the 
Kootenai County Elections Department sent individual notifications of challenge to the 
twelve challenged voters by U.S. First-class Certified Mail at the addresses provided by 
those challenged voters on their voter registration cards, but only received two responses, 
one fiom Dave Meeks and one fiom Jackie Meeks. (Exhibits A and B; one exhibit signed 
and one dated.) 
6. Defendants KEENE and BROWN were sworn into office on January 9, 
2008. 
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7. Pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-432(2), the Kootenai County Elections 
Department removed ten voters fiom the registration rolls, including KEENE and 
BRCIWN. (See Exhibits A and B.) 
8. On February 13,2008, Plaintiff CITY OF IWETTER refused to recognize 
or seat Defendants KEENE and BROWN, based on their disqualification from office due to 
their removal from the voter registration rolls by Kootenai County. After a verbal 
altercation lasting some thirty minutes, during which Defendants would not allow the 
meeting to be called to order, Councilpersons Meeks and Rodway left the building and no 
City Council meeting was held. In accord with Plaintiff City Attorney's legal opinion 
rendered in late January, Defendants KEENE and BROWN were told by Plaintiffs City 
Attorney that since they were not registered they were not qualified electors and thus they 
were ineligible to hold office, and could not be appointed into those positions. 
9. On February 14,2008, four of the people deleted from the official voter 
registration list, including Defendants KEENE and BROWN, provided certain materials to 
the Kootenai County Elections Department in an attempt to re-register as voters based on 
their purported residence within Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER. The attempt was marred 
by certain acts by the potential registrants that resulted in Elections Department personnel 
calling Kootenai County security guards and the Kootenai County Sheriff for assistance, 
which aid was rendered. 
10. On February 25,2008, pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-432, the Kootenai 
County Elections Department held a hearing on whether to register certain persons who 
submitted their registration materials on February 14, including Defendants KEENE and 
BROWN, based on physical evidence presented and oral testimony taken under oath at that 
hearing, which was presided over by Dan English, the Kootenai County Clerk. 
Request for Declaratory Judgment and Injunction - CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
11. At that hearing, Defendants KEENE and BROWN, among others, were 
found to be residents of Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER, and their registration as electors 
that was initiated on February 14, 2008 was allowed. At the outset of that hearing, Mr. 
English emphasized that the hearing's evidence would be used to uphold or deny 
registrations submitted on February 14, but that if registration were allowed it would not 
relate back or affect events occurring prior to that date. 
12, On March 7, 2008, after Defendant KEENE'S several assertions in the 
media that he was still Plaintiffs Mayor, and following his refusal to accept the legal 
opinion of its City Attorney or provide a competing opinion for re-evaluation by said City 
Attorney, Plaintiffs City Attorney requested an evaluation of the facts given Idaho 
elections law by the Idaho State Attorney General's Office. That office responded with the 
letter hereto attached as Exhibit C, leaving the issue as to vacancy unclear. 
13. On the afternoon of March 12, and just prior to the scheduled March 12 City 
Council meeting, Plaintiffs counsel received a letter attached hereto as Exhibit D stating 
that unless Plaintiff recognized Defendants KEENE and BROWN as Mayor and 
Councilperson respectively that a lawsuit would be filed in quo warrento arguing that 
Plaintiff had ousted Defendants from their elected positions.. 
14. On March 12,2008, Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER attempted to hold a City 
Council meeting, but a quorum was not available. Councilperson Gibler was present, but 
Councilpersons Meeks and Rodway were absent. Registered electors KEENE and 
BROWN were present. Attempts to reach Meeks and Rodway by telephone were fruitless. 
15. At the March 12 attempted meeting, when it was determined that a quorum 
was not available, Defendant KEENE, purporting to act as Mayor, scheduled a Special 
Meeting of Plaintiffs City Council for March 20, 2008. 
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16. No recall election has been initiated pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-1701 
et seq. 
ARGUMENT 
17. In order to be a qualified elector, the voter must reside in the jurisdiction 
wherein the election takes place, be of a certain age, and become registered to vote. (Idaho 
Const. Art. VI, $ 2; I.C. $ 50-402(c).) Specifically, the Idaho Constitution at Article VI, 
Section 2 states: 
Every male or female citizen of the United States, eighteen years old, 
who has resided in this state, and in the county where he or she offers to 
vote for the period provided by law, ifregistered asprovided by law, is a 
qualified elector. 
(emphasis added.) 
18. Title 50, section 50-402(c) states: 
A "qualified elector" means any person who is eighteen (1 8) years of 
age, is a United States citizen and who has resided in the city at least 
thirty (30) days next preceding the election at which he desires to vote 
and who is registered within the time period provided by law. A 
"qualified elector" shall also mean any person who is eighteen (1 8) years 
of age, is a United States citizen, who is a registered voter, and who 
resides in an area that the city has annexed pursuant to chapter 2, title 
50, Idaho Code, within thirty (30) days of a city election. 
(emphasis added; and see I.C. $$ 50-4 12, 50-4 13, and 50-4 14.) Thus, a validated 
registration is required for a person in Idaho to be recognized as a qualified elector. Here, 
when Defendants did not appropriately respond to Kootenai County's challenge and were 
dropped from the voter registration rolls, they lost their status as qualified electors. 
19. Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER does not know whether Defendants KEENE 
and BROWN were in fact qualified electors when petitioning for elective office, but it does 
not challenge said election, because it lacks that power, and no registered elector of CITY 
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OF HUETTER challenged the election results within the twenty-day time period required 
by Idaho Code. (I.C. $§ 34-2001(2), 34-2007,34-2008.) 
20. Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER does not argue or directly challenge the 
election results, but argues that by the loss of qualified elector status Defendants KEENE 
and BROWN became ineligible to hold ofice as a matter of Idaho Code sections 50-601 
and 50-702. The Attorney General advises in Exhibit C that ineligibility does not serve to 
create a vacancy, except it is unknown how the City Council can operate to remove 
Defendants when said Defendants will not allow a meeting to occur unless Plaintiff 
recognizes them as official office holders. However, the law may be interpreted to find 
Idaho Code section 50-469 serves to show vacancies exist, where that statute states, "[ilf a 
person elected fails to qualify, a vacancy shall be declared to exist, which vacancy shall be 
filled by the mayor and the council." Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER does not know 
whether the removal by the Kootenai County Elections Department following its challenge 
to Defendants constitutes a "fail[ure] to qualify," thereby creating vacancies in the offices. 
There is no case law providing interpretation of Idaho Code section 50-469. 
2 1. Idaho Code section 50-60 1,  regarding Mayoral qualifications, states: 
Any person shall be eligible to hold the oflee of mayor who is a 
qualified elector of the city at the time his declaration of candidacy or 
declaration of intent is submitted to the city clerk and remains a 
qualified elector during his term ofofice. 
(emphasis added.) The last ten words make it clear that if a person is not a qualified 
elector, which status is lost if removed from voter rolls, eligibility to hold the ofice of 
Mayor is lost. Thus, by operation of the statute, Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER argues 
Defendant KEENE voluntarily disqualified himself as Mayor. This voluntary decision not 
to obey the law when challenged is tantamount to resignation or other voluntary act such as 
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moving out of Idaho. A strict reading of that statute affirms this outcome. The Attorney 
General appears to agree with Plaintiffs contention that "failing to remain a registered 
voter will render a mayor and councilman ineIigible to hold their posts," but that office 
does not believe such ineIigibility equates to "automatic ouster or vacancy." It is not clear 
how an ineligible officeholder is removed from ofice where recall has not been initiated, 
unless it is by operation of law pursuant to Idaho Code section 50-601,50-702, or 50-469. 
22. In support of this argument, Plaintiff notes that the public policy of the State 
of Idaho would be severely undermined if elected officials were alIowed to ignore the clear 
command of Idaho Code section 34-432 to respond to a valid challenge by elections 
officials by willfully choosing not to respond. All Idaho elected oficials must obey the 
law, and when they voluntarily choose not to obey it, this Court should not reward that act 
by reading Idaho Code section 50-601 to hold that the last ten words of that statute have no 
meaning as to Plaintiffs Mayoral ofice. Eligibility cannot be only for the electoral 
moment on Election Day, but must exist for each and every moment of the oficeholder's 
tenure, which is why the last ten words of Idaho Code section 50-601 were implemented in 
statute. 
23. The same argument is offered regarding Defendant BROWN'S 
Councilperson status given the language of Idaho Code section 50-702, which states: 
Any person shall be eligible to hold the ofice of councilman of his city 
who is a qualified elector at the time his declaration of candidacy or 
declaration of intent is submitted to the city clerk, and remains a 
qualz3ed elector under the constitution and laws ofthe state of Idaho. 
(emphasis added.) Thus, Defendant BROWN voluntarily disqualified herself by operation 
of law when she decided not to respond in the fashion required pursuant to Kootenai 
County's challenge request. Once qualified elector status was lost, BROWN became 
ineligible to hold the Councilperson's ofice and that ofice became vacant. If operation of 
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law under ldaho Codc section 50-702 did not create a vacancy, it may be the case that upon 
her voluntary decision not to respond to the challenge Idaho Code section 50-469 created a 
vacancy, where that statute states, '"ilf a person elected fails to qualify, a vacancy shall be 
declared to exist, which vacancy shall be filled by the mayor and the council." Defendant 
BROWN because ineligible to hold ofice, and a vacancy was thereby created, either 
through operation of law or Idaho Code section 50-469. 
24. The fact that Defendants KEENE and BROWN registered on February 14, 
and said registration was upheld at hearing on February 25, does not restore them to elected 
office. The findings and decision at the hearing only restores their status as qualified 
electors. Therefore, Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER may decide to appoint them to the 
vacancies Defendants created. However, Plaintiff argues no restoration of Defendants to 
office occurred automatically upon Hearing Officer English's decision, which automatic 
restoration that Officer disclaimed. such that Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER can ignore the 
operation of Idaho Code sections 50-469, 50-601, or 50-702. 
25. Plaintiff is now faced with two untenable choices: 1) it can seat the Mayor 
and Councilperson at their demand under threat of lawsuit, with no knowledge that it is 
following Idaho law when it seats them, rendering subsequent official acts suspect and 
arguably invalid, or 2) it can decide not to seat Defendants KEENE and BROWN and be 
sued as promised by Defendant's counsel in Exhibit D. Plaintiff brings this suit so such 
untenable choices may be removed from blocking operation of Plaintiffs City. 
26. Plaintiff argues that Defendants KEENE and BROWN are eligible for 
appointment to the Council. Idaho Code section 50-608 states, in pertinent part: 
When a vacancy occms in the office of mayor by reason of death, 
resignation or permanent disability, the city council shall fill the 
vacancy from within or without the council as may be deemed in the 
best interests of the city, which appointee shall serve until the next 
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general city election, at which election a mayor shall be elected for the 
full four (4) year term. 
(emphasis added.) Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER maintains that Defendants resigned their 
positions, when they chose to ignore or otherwise not respond to Kootenai County's 
official challenges, or that they were disqualified creating vacancy pursuant to Idaho Code 
section 50-469. 
27. Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER'S response to Defendants' counsel's quo 
warrento argument a5 stated in Exhibit D is that Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER cannot 
under Idaho law proceed to seat Defendants when that act may be in violation of Idaho law, 
and that such refusal to seat based on its reading of the Idaho Constitution and Idaho 
statutes does not constitute ouster but is a reasonable position under the law. Plaintiff does 
not agree that any ouster has taken place, given the definition in Idaho Code allowing such 
action where "any person who usurps, intrudes into, holds or exercises any ofice or 
franchise, real or pretended, within this state, without authority of law." (I.C. tj 6-602.) 
Plaintiff has not acted to install any person to the two positions at issue, and those positions 
are not occupied, except as asserted by Defendants, thus pleas in quo warrento should not 
lie. Plaintiff has not acted to appoint others to said vacant posts. Plaintiff only contends 
that Defendants voluntarily created vacancies by not acting lawfully, and no person 
presently occupies those two offices. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, pray for judgment and injunction as follows: 
1. That the Court declare a judgment that by operation of law or operation of 
Idaho Code section 50-469 Defendants KEENE and BROWN became ineligible to hold 
ofices in Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER when they disobeyed the law by deciding not to 
respond to valid electoral challenge from Kootenai County; 
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2. That the Court declare a judgment that by operation of law or operation of 
Idaho Code section 50-469 vacancies exist in Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER'S City 
Council in the offices of Mayor and one Councilperson; 
3. That the Court declare a judgment that Defendants KEENE and BROWN 
are now qualified electors as of the date of the County Clerk's decision on February 25 to 
accept their February 14 registrations, and that they are as of February 14 eligible for 
appointment to the City Council along with other qualified electors in Plaintiff CITY OF 
HUETTER; 
4. That this Court exercise its power pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
("I.R.C.P.") 57 and 65(a)(2) to order a speedy hearing of this action and advance it on the 
calendar for immediate resolution; 
5. That this Court immediately Order a preliminary injunction to bar 
Defendants from representing that they are municipal officers until such time as this Court 
can issue its findings and rule thereupon. 
6. That this Court declare a judgment Defendants are liable for Plaintiffs 
attorney fees and costs related to this matter pursuant to Idaho Code section 12-1 17, 
including payment for enforcement of all writ(s) and order(s) issued by it related to this 
matter; 
7. That the court provide for such other and further relief as the Court may 
deem appropriate. 
Dated: 3 - f y - ~ g  
~r th<r  B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
Request for Declaratory Judgment and Injunction - CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
> ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
B. MACOMBER, being sworn, having read the foregoing, says that the 
facts set forth herein are accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
ARTHUR B. MACOMBER, City Attorney 
City of Huetter 
Request for Declaratory Judgment and Injunction -CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
OFFkCE OF KOOTENLU C0kAqTY ELECTPONS 
" ~ G ~ U L Q ~ ~ P Z S  qf P U ~ O E Z G ~ ~  
DAN ENGLISH 0 CLERK AUDITOR RECORDER 
1808 N. 3"' Street P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 838 16-9000 
(208) 446- 1030 FAX (208) 446- 1039 
www.kcgov.us/clerk/elect~ons 
Arthur B. Macomber 
P.0, Box 5203 
Coeur D'Alene Idaho 83814 
Re: City of Huetter's challenged Voter -- 
Dear Mr. Macomber, 
This letter is to notify you of the actions we have taken as a result of the 
challenges to several voters' registration status that were made during the 
November 6,2007 city election. On December 27,2007 we sent out a total of 12 
challenge notifications by U.S. Postal Service Certified mail per Idaho Code 34- 
432. At the end of the 20 day response time, we only received 2 responses who 
were subsequently deemed to be properly registered voters. Those names were 
David Meeks and Jackie Meeks. 
As per Idaho Code 34-432, the other 10 voters have been deleted from the official 
voter registration list. Those names are as follows: 
Jennifer Brown, Josh Douglas, Bradley Keene, Andrew Kienow, Carissa 
Lindblom, Shawn Marquette, Misty Permenter, Jamee Pilmore, Lang Sumner, 
John Whitaker. 




Kootenai County Election Manager 
Cc: Lisa Davisson, City Clerk 
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DAN ENGLISH CLERK AUDITOR e PSCORDER 
1808 N. 3d Street P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 838 16-9000 
(208) 446- 1030 FAX (208) 446- 1039 
www.lccgov.us/clerk/elecUons 
January 18,2008 
Arthur B. Macomber 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur D'Alene Idaho 83814 
Re: City of Huetter's challenged Voter 
Dear Mr. Macomber, 
This letter is to n o w  you of the actions we have taken as a result of the 
challenges to several voters' registration status that were made during the 
November 6,2007 city election. On December 27,2007 we sent out a total of 12 
challenge notifications by U.S. Postal Service Certified mail per Idaho Code 34- 
432. At the end of the 20 day response time, we only received 2 responses who 
were subsequently deemed to be properly registered voters. Those names were 
David Meeks and Jackie Meeks. 
As per Idaho Code 34-432, the other 10 voters have been deleted from the official 
voter registration list. Those names are as follows: 
Jennifer Brown, Josh Douglas, Bradley Keene, Andrew Kienow, Carissa 
Lindblom, Shawn Marquette, Misty Permenter, Jamee Pilmore, Lang Surnner, 
John Whitaker. 
a-you have any further questions please feel free to contact my bffice, 446~1035. 
Sincerely, 
Deedie Beard 
Kootenai - County Election Manager 
Cc: Lisa Davisson, City Clerk 
t "B" 
MAR. 19. 2 0 0 8  2 : 3 7 P M  I Y GEN/INT GOV 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OfflCE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENGE G. WASDEN 
March 19,2008 
Arthur 0. Macomber 
(3% Attorney 
City of Huetter 
FAX: (208) 6649933 
Re: Our File No. 0821 928 - City of Huefter Office Holders 
Dear Mr. Macomber. 
This letter is a follow-up to the telephone conversation we had this morning with Chief 
Deputy Secretary of State Tim Hurst. 
While failing to make a statement in response to a city clerk's inquiry pursuant to ldaho 
Code § 34-432 wtll property result in the cancellation of an elector's registration to vote, 
and while failing to remain a registered voter will render a mayor and councilman 
ineligtble to hold their pbsts,' these conditions do not result in their automatic ouster or a 
vacancy in their offices. Based upon the facts that you have presented. it would appear 
that Brad Keene and Jennifer Brown remain elected afticials of the City of Huetter. 
Sincerely, 
Deputy Attorney neral 7 
' See ldaho Code $5 50-601 and 50-702. 
k d P r s m m l &  Fscal Law LXvisbn 
P.O. h 8af2o, Wb, Idaho 83720-0(nO 
Te~ephone: (208) aSC24W), FAR [20s) 854-808~ 
L o ~ a t f O O W  Statogoaet 
Joe R. W i i i  Bliding. 4th Raor 
JVW 
JAMES, V E R N O N  & W E E K S ,  P . A .  
ATTORNEYS A T  L A W  
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KERWIN C. B m  
MURIEL M. BURKE* 
SCCm A. GIN- 
LEANDER L. JAMES* 
STEPHEN J. NNRMEC*~ 
1626 LINCOLN WAY 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 838 14 
TELEPHONE: (208) 667-0683 
FAX (208) 664- 1684 
March 12,2008 
VIA F A C S I m E  (208) 664-9933 
Mr. Art Maamber 
408 E. Sherman Ave., Ste. 215 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 8 14 
Dear Mr. Macomber; 
Our firm has been retained to represent Jennifer Brown and Brad Keene. They have 
sought our assistance becztuse they are being blocked h m  participating in their elected capacity 
with the City of Huetter. 
At the time of the declaration of candidacy for the man of mayor and council person, 
Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene were qualified electors of the City of Huetter pursuant to LC. § $ 5 0 -  
402 and 50431and the Idaho Constitution Article 6, Section 2. Ms. Bmwn's and Mr. Keene's 
declarations of candidacy were in proper order and they were qualified electors on the day of the 
election. 
Mr. Brown and Ms. Keene were sworn into office in January 2008, although it  does not 
a;ppwrr the Crty of Huetter canvassed the vote as required by statute. After they were sworn in, 
they were sent a letter by the Kootenai County ~Ierk's office no-g them that their voter 
registration was being challenged. According to the election officials, Ms. Brown and Mr. 
Keene did not timely respond to the challenges and were removed from the voter registration 
mlIs. Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene immediately took the proper steps according to statute to 
reinstab their registration as voters, and they are once again registered voters and qualified 
electors. 
Certain individuals and Huetter officials now claim that Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene areu't 
qualified to hold office because their removal from the rolls as registered voters disqualified 
them to hold office and created vacancies in their office. Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene are entitled 
to hold office unless removed ptn.suant to Idaho statutes which address the appropriate 
proceedings for such removal. Since Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene they were not challenged w i t h  
Mrenty (20) days as required pursuant to Title 34, Chapter 20, specifically I.C. § 34-2001(2), any 
challenge under this statute has been waived. Thus, the only other option for their removal is a 
quo warrmto proceeding. 
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A quo warranto pceeding examines the facts as thq exist at the time of suit in 
detesmining the qualification of the ofiice holder, Since Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene are once 
again registered voters and qualified electors, a quo warranto proceeding would not be 
successhl (assuming the prosecuting attorney would even entertain such a thoqh under these 
facts.) In Bradbury v, Avey, 16 Idaho 769,102 P. 687,23 L.R.A.N.S. 1228 (1 909), the Court 
introduced its discussion of the election matter by statiq that a complaint to contest an election 
under subdivision 2, § 5026, Rev. Codes, must allege and show facts which disqualify the 
incumbent, or person declared elected, at the time of the election. This holding was again 
a&med in Jordan v. Pearce, 91 Idaho 687,429 P.2d 41 9 (1 967). Our Supreme Court once 
again confmed this hoIdiug in the case of People ex rel. Neilson v. WiZkins, 614 P.2d 417, 101 
Idaho 394 (1 980). In that case, a special prosecuting attorney challenged a county 
commissioner's right right hold the position because the commissioner did not live in the proper 
distxiet at the time of the election, and tberefm was not qualified. Due to redistricting, the 
commissioner did live in the proper district at the time the suit was filed and was q d B e d  to 
hold office. The Supreme ComFt held that the quo wmpmo proceedings was properly dismissed 
because qualification of the office holder would be determined at the time of the ~uit. Given 
these h o l ~ s ,  were someone to bring a guo warranto p r o d n g ,  it would be trmumessfi~.I 
because Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene are qualified electors. Fmthex; until such an action is 
successfully prosecuted, Ms. Brow and Mr. Keene are the elected pfficials entitled to hold the 
office. Any interfetence absent such a proceeding is an usurpation of their office. 
I am aware that certain officials have taken the position that I.C. $50-601 stands for the 
proposition that should a mayor not meet the qualification provisions that the office is 
immediately vacant. Nothing in this statute supports this intqmtation. The right to contest atl 
election in Idaho is a matter of Iegislative &termhation set out in I.C. Q: 34-2001, and a common 
law proGeeding for quo warranto, which has been codified at I.C. 6-601 ef seq. Interpreting 
these code sections to include provisions not contained therein is contrary to the express 
language of direct statutes specifically directed to this issue and does not comport with proper 
statutory cotlstru~on. 
Further, the interpretation is inconsistent with LC. $9 50-608 (mayor) and I.C. $ 50-702 
(council). These provisions provide that when a vacancy in the office of mayor occurs by 
reasons of dedh, resignution orpe#zunenr &abilily, the council shall fill the vacancy . The 
duly elected mayor meets none of these criteria As to Ms. Brown, the applicable statute 
provides that m b  counci- elected shan hold office for a term of four years until his 
successor is elected and qualified. 
Those individuals who refuse to allow Ms. Brown and Mr. Keene to participate in city 
government are usurping their rights as elected city officiaIs. 
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My clients fully expect to be present and ready to fulfill their ofl3ces at the city meeting tonight. 
Should they once again be block4 fiom participating, they will bring appropriate legal action for 
this usurpation of ofice. 
Yours truly, 
Susan P. Weeks 
Cc: Client 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 19th day of March, 2008,I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing: 
REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT TO 
ASCERTAIN STATUS, AND REQUEST FOR INJUNCTION 
by facsimile to: 
Susan P. Weeks 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur dtAlene, ID 8381 4 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1 684 
Counsel to Defendants Keene and Brown 
DATED this 19th day of March, 2008 
Arthur B. Macomber 
City Attorney for Plaintiff City of Huetter 
Request for Declaratory Judgment and Injunction - CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
ORIGINAL 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB # 4255 
James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 14 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) 664-1 684 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOIEHAli ss 
31 PH 3: 44 
Attorney for Defendants Keene and Brown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 
corporation, 
Case No. CV 08-2252 
Plaintiff, 
OTICE OF APPEARANCE 
VS. 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNIFER L. 
BROWN, 
Defendants I 
Susan P. Weeks of the firm of James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A., does hereby appear 
as counsel of record for Defendants, Bradley W. Keene and Jennifer L. Brown, and 
requests that all pleadings and notices in this matter be served on the undersigned 
Dated this 31st day of March, 2008. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
7' 
By: 4 .' 7 /  
- 4 " -  Q ,q~flA* Susan P. Weeks 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - PAGE 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3 1" day of March, 2008, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method 
indicated below: 
NOTlCE OF APPEARANCE - PAGE 2 
ORIGINAL 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB # 4255 
James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 14 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) 664- 1 684 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF WOOTEHAI~SS 
2000 HAR 3 1 PM 3: 44 ( 
Attorney for Defendants Keene and Brown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
VS. IN OPPOSITION TO 
EARING ON DECLARATORY 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNIFER L. UDGMENT TO ASCERTAIN STATUS, 
BROWN, ND REQUEST FOR INJUNCTION 




Case No. CV 08-2252 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The City of Huetter has filed a post-election complaint for declaratory judgment, 
verified by its City Attorney, seeking a ruling from this Court that Keene and Brown 
disobeyed Idaho election laws, and a ruling that such disobedience disqualifies them from 
holding office in their elected capacities. This request also sought a declaration that these 
positions (mayor and councilman) are now vacant. Finally, the City of Huetter requested 
a preliminary injunction be combined with a trial on the merits. 
The Defendants have been served with a Notice of Hearing "on Declaratory 
r s 2  Judgment to Ascertain Status, and Request for Injunction". There is no accompanying L L 
g .,( :- -' - 
r t . ,  
' \'"4p$, kbLR 
- .  
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motion as required by Rule 7(b)(2), I.R.C.P., which specifies with particularity the 
grounds for the hearing, including the number of the applicable civil rule, if any, under 
which it is filed, and does not set forth the relief or order sought. The notice of hearing is 
defective. For the purposes of this memorandum, it is assumed that the City of Huetter 
seeks a preliminary injunction at the April 3, 2008 hearing, although it is unknown 
whether it seeks a trial on the merits at the same time. 
11. FACTS 
Prior to the November 6,2007 city elections, Brad Keene, a qualified elector, 
filed a declaration of candidacy for mayor of Huetter. Prior to the November 6, 2007 city 
elections, Jennifer Brown, a qualified elector, filed a declaration of candidacy for 
councilman. Both Keene and Brown were elected into the respective positions. On 
January 9,2008, Keene and Brown were sworn into office. 
During the election, Keene and Brown's qualifications as electors (right to vote) 
was challenged based upon a written notation in the registration polls that they were not 
residents of the city. Following the election, the Kootenai County Elections Department 
(and not the county clerk) on or about December 27,2008 sent some type of notice to 
Keene and Brown that they had been challenged. Keene and Brown inquired about the 
notice. They did not submit a writing claiming that the information in their voter 
registration card was correct. Subsequently, they were informed that their registration 
had been cancelled effective January 17,2008 for failure to appear in person or submit a 
writing responding to the challenge. On January 18,2008, Art Macomber, City Attorney 
for Huetter, was informed by the Kootenai County Elections Department that Keene and 
Brown's voter registration had been cancelled. 
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On February 13, 2008, Keene and Brown attended a city council meeting. At that 
meeting, Keene and Brown sat down at the council table. They were informed by the city 
attorney and two of the members of the council that they could not participate in city 
government because they had been deleted from the voter registration and had forfeited 
their rights to their positions. 
On February 14,2008, Keene and Brown appeared before Kootenai County's 
official registrar to again register as voters. The registrar refused to register them as 
voters. They were informed that because they had not responded to the voter registration 
challenge regarding their residency that they could not be registered. Keene and Brown 
subsequently submitted a written demand pursuant to I.C. 5 34-4 12(2) for a hearing 
within ten days to determine their qualifications and register at voters. 
On February 25, 2008, a hearing was held by the county clerk. At the hearing, 
evidence was presented regarding Keene's and Brown's qualifications to register as 
voters. Following the hearing, it was determined that Keene and Brown were qualified to 
register as voters, and Keene and Brown were again registered. 
The City Attorney for Huetter requested that Keene and Brown agree to resign. 
They did not do so and continued to claim their right to hold office. Keene and Brown 
were infonned that the City had requested an opinion from the Idaho attorney general and 
were requested to abide by that decision. On March 12,2008, Keene and Brown 
subsequently submitted a written objection through their attorney to the usurpation of 
their offices, and indicating they intended to attend the city council meeting. 
On March 19,2008, the Idaho Attorney General provided the Huetter City 
Attorney with an opinion whether the reinoval from the voter registration rendered Keene 
and Brown ineligible to hold office pursuant to I.C. $ 5  50-601 and 50-702. The attorney P " 4  
L L 
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general opinion indicated that while failure to remain a registered voter rendered a mayor 
and councilman ineligible to hold their posts. "these conditions do not result in their 
automatic ouster or a vacancy in their office. Based upon the facts that you have 
presented, it would appear that Brade Keene and Jennifer Brown remain elected 
officials of the City of Huetter." (Emphasis added.) Despite this attorney general 
opinion, the City claims in its request for declaratory relief that it seeks such relief 
because the attorney general opinion is unclear. 
111. PLAINTIFF LACKS STANDING 
The City of Huetter does not standing in this matter to seek a declaratory 
jud-ment and injunction. In Toncrajl v. Budge, 14 Idaho 621, 95 P. 26 (1908), our 
Supreme Court noted that there were two mechanisms that existed at that time for 
contesting title to an office. One was a statutory right to contest the election and the other 
was a common law proceeding of quo warranto that had been codified. In later years, 
under revised statutes that were similar in nature, the Supreme Court again confinned that 
this holding remained viable. In Tiegs v. Patterson, 79 Idaho 365, 3 18 P.2d 588 (1 957), 
the Supreme Court again held under the existing statutes (which still exist today) that 
there were two separate and distinct methods of contesting title to an office. The first 
was an election contest, which was purely a statutory procedure, and the other was a 
proceeding in quo warranto, which proceeding had been codified, and could only be 
brought by the county prosecutor or the person whose office was being usurped. 
The statutory contest is codified at I.C. 5 34-2001, et seq. It allows for a 
challenge to the election of a person when, amongst other criteria, the incumbent was not 
eligible to the office at the tinze of the election. There is no provision for a challenge 
based upon ineligibility after the election. Idaho Code 5 34-2007 allows a city to make a 
- 
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challengc under this statute. The challenge has to bc made within twenty days of the 
canvass of the votes and must include a bond for costs. 
The City has allcged in its request for Declaratory Judgment that it canvassed the 
vote on November 9, 2007. Any contest was required to be filed no later than November 
29, 2007. This action was filed March 10, 2008. Clearly, it is beyond the time to 
challenge Keene and Brown under the statutory provisions for challenging an individuals 
right to title to their office under Title 34. 
The other mechanism provided for in Idaho law to challenge Keene and Brown's 
title to office is through a quo wavanto proceeding. In Pai-sons v. Beebe, 1 16 Idaho 55 1 ,  
777 P.2d 1224 (Ct. App. 1989), the Court explained this proceeding. 
At common law, the writ of quo warranto was initiated against any 
individual who claimed or usurped an office or franchise, to determine 
what authority, if any, supported that individual's claim or right to office. 
Storti and Bush, Other Special Proceedings in State and Federal Appellate 
Courts, IDAHO APPELLATE HANDBOOK 5 14-1 8 (Idaho Law 
Foundation, Inc. 1985). In Idaho, this common law writ has been replaced 
by a statutory procedure. See I.C. 5 6-602 (and its precursors). See also 
State ex rel. Taylor v. Beneficial Protective Ass'n, 60 Idaho 587, 595, 94 
P.2d 787, 790 (1939). 
Title 6, Chapter 6 addresses usurpation of office. Idaho Code 5 6- 
602 desibaates those peopIe who have standing to bring such an action, 
and specifies: 
An action may be brought in the name of the people of the state against 
any person who usurps, intrudes into, holds or exercises any office or 
franchise, real or pretended, within this state, without authority of law. 
Such action shall be brought by the prosecuting attorney of the proper 
county, when the office or franchise relates to a county, precinct or city, 
and when such office or franchise relates to the state, by the attorney 
general; and it shall be the duty of the proper officer, upon proper 
showing, to bring such action whenever he has reason to believe that any 
such office or franchise has been usurped, intruded into, held or exercised 
without authority of law. Any person rightfully entitled to an office or 
franchise may bring an action in his own name against the person who has 
usurped, intruded into, or who holds or exercises the same. 
The City of Huetter has no standing under this statute to proceed on its action. It 
is not the prosecuting attorney for the county nor is it a person rightfully entitled to the 
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office. Thus, it may not proceed to have this matter heard by the Court and its request for 
declaratory judgment and injunction should be denied. 
TV. PLAINTIFF DOES NOT PREVAIL ON THE MERITS OF THE MATTER 
Even if the Court were to determine that Plaintiff had standing pursuant to Idaho 
Code 8 10-1201, ct seq., the City of Huetter's request fails as a matter of law. The City 
of Huetter's argument is mounded solely in statutory construction. 
The City of Huetter maintains in its request for declaratory judgment that there is 
a vacancy in Keene's and Brown's elected positions created pursuant to I.C. 8 50-469. 
This code sections provides: "flu per-son electedfails to qualzfi, a vacancy shall be 
declared to exist, which vacancy shall be filled by the mayor and the council.'' 
(Emphasis added.) 
The City of Huetter does not argue that Keene and Brown failed to qualify for 
office at the time of election 01. at the time they received their certificate of election. 
Rather, the City of Huetter's argument is that as soon as Kootenai County removed 
Keene and Brown from the voter registration list that they "failed to qualify" and 
therefore, there was an automatic ouster that created a vacancy in their office and they no 
longer were elected officials. 
In determining this issue, it is useful to resort to rules of statutory construction. In 
particular: 
The objective in interpreting a statute or ordinance is to derive the intent 
of the legislative body that adopted the act. Payette River* Prop. Owners 
Assfn, 132 Idaho at 557, 976 P.2d at 483 (additional citations omitted). 
Such analysis begins with the literal language of the enactment. Id. Where 
the language is unambiguous, the clearly expressed intent of the legislative 
body must be given effect, and there is no occasion for a court to consider 
rules of statutory construction. Id. An ordinance is ambiguous where 
reasonable minds might differ or be uncertain as to its meaning. Id. 
However, ambiguity is not present merely because the parties present 
differing interpretations to the court. Id. Constructions that would lead to 
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absurd or unreasonably harsh results are disfavored. Id. ''Language of a 
particular section need not be viewed in a vacuum. And all sections of 
applicable statutes must be construed together so as to determine the 
legislature's intent." Friends ofFarrn to Marlcet Rd., 137 Idaho at 197, 46 
P.3d at 14. 
Spencer v. Kootenai Cozrnty, Idaho -, - P.3d (2008 
WL 597661). 
There are other Idaho statutes that deal with the subject matter of removal from 
office due to illeligibility arising from failure to meet certain specific qualifications. In 
particular, I.C. 5 34-2001, ct seq., provides the procedure for removal of an elected 
official.from office for failure to qualify for office at the time of election. Idaho Code 5 
6-602, ct scq., provides the procedure for removal from office when an official become 
ineligible to hold the office. 
In circumstallces where there are separate statutes dealing with the same subject 
matter, the rule of statutory construction is that: 
Separate statutes dealing with the same subject matter should be construed 
harmoniously, if at all possible, so as to further the legislative intent. State 
11. Maland, 124 Idaho 537, 540, 861 P.2d 107, 110 (Ct.App. 1993). Where 
a harmonious construction is impossible, the more specific of the two 
statutes will prevail. State v. Roderick, 85 Idaho 80, 84, 375 P.2d 1005, 
1007 (1962); Malarzd, 124 Idaho at 540, 861 P.2d at 110; see also State 11. 
Wilson, 107 Idaho 506,508 690 P.2d 1338, 1340 (1984). 
State v. Callaghan, 143 Idaho 856, 153 P.3d 1202 (Ct. App. 2006). 
It is recognized that: "Although a certificate of election may be superceded by a 
decree in proceedings to contest the election, it is conclusive as to the result of the 
election until set aside or vacated in some manner authorized by law." 26 Arn.Jur.2d 
Election 5 370. (Emphasis added.) F~~rther:  "When a condition of ineligibility of the 
incumbent arises after he or she takes office if he or she was eligible when he or she took 
office, the subsequent ineligibility merely affords grounds for removal.'' 63 Am.Jur.2d 
Public Officers and Employees 5 173. r n q  .L. LL t. 
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The City of Huetter urges that the Court should interpret I.C. 5 50-469 to allow 
City of Huetter officials to determine whether a person elected failed to qualify at the 
time of election or subsequently failed to continue to be eligible for office and to declare 
that a vacancy exists when the city official(s) deem that one of these two instances has 
occurred. Such a reading implicitly repeals I.C. Cj 34 2001 (contest of an election when 
the incumbent was not eligible to the office at the time of the election) and I.C. 5 6-602 
(removal from office due to disqualification). These statutes would have no force or 
effect because as soon as a city official decided an elected official did not qualify at the 
time of election or became ineligible after elected, the office would be declared vacant, 
and there would be no cause or opportunity to pursue a determination under either of the 
above statutes. 
I.C. $ 50-469 does not set out who is to make the determination of a failure to 
qualify or the procedure for making that determination. It does not address whether a 
"failure to qualify'" also encompasses an ineligibility for office arising after one has 
qualified for election and been issued a certificate of election. It merely indicates in the 
event that a person "fails to qualify" that there is a vacancy. The reading that the City 
urges would be an implicit repeal of those portions of Title 34 and Title 6 that address the 
same subject matter. 
Implicit repeal of statutes is not favored. When possible, statutes are to be 
construed so as to be harmonious with each other. As noted in the authority above, 
language of a particular section need not be viewed in a vacuum. All sections of 
applicable statutes must be construed together so as to determine the legislature's intent. 
Idaho Code 5 34-2001 provides the procedure for obtaining a judicial determination that 
the person elected failed to qualify at the time of election. Idaho Code 5 6-602 provides 
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the procedure for obtaining a judicial determination that the person elected became 
ineligible for office after elected. Construing thcse statutes in harmoily with I.C. tj 50- 
649, if either of these judicial determinations is made, then the vacancy is declared by the 
court and the remaining council and inayor are to fill the vacancy, as opposed to holding 
another election. Such a reading gives effect to all of the provisions and is consistent 
with well established principles of statutory construction. 
This analysis is consistent with earlier holdings and analysis of the quo warvanto 
proceeding. In Toncray 1). Buclge, 14 Idaho 621, 95 P. 26 (1908), in analyzing the earlier 
version of Idaho Code 5 6-601 (4612 to 4619, Rev. St. 1887), the Supreme Court 
indicated: "We can see no legal or valid objection to the Legislature granting the right to 
a contestant to have the question of the eligibility of the candidate inquired into upon a 
contest, when we keep in mind the fact that there is guaranteed to the people, and 
likewise to the candidate elected, as well as the one claiming the office, the right to have 
the eligibility of the incumbent judicially deteimined in the properly constituted courts, 
under information, as provided in sections 461 2 to 46 19." The City of Huetter's 
interpretation of the statute attempt to remove the right of the incumbents, Brown and 
Keene, to a judicial determination of their right to hold office. 
V. THE CITY WOULD NOT PREVAIL ON A QUO WARRANTO PROCEEDING 
Pursuant to Rule 65(e)(l), I.R.C.P., the City may only obtain a preliminary 
injunction if it shows a likelihood that it is entitled to the relief demanded, and such 
relief, or any part thereof, consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the 
acts complained. Apparently, the act of which the City complains is Keene's and 
Brown's ongoing claim to their title to office. 
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A proceeding quo wan.ntzto is a proceeding to determine by what authority 
someone holds an office. In the prcsent case, it is undisputed that Keene and Brown were 
qualified when they took their office. The instant action is not one in the nature of an 
election contest. Rather, it is an action to remove Keene and Brown because for a period 
of time they were not registered voters due to the facts previously recited. 
It is undisputed that at the time that this action was filed, Keene and Brown were 
registered voters and qualified electors. In Bl-adbzlry v. Aveg), 16 Idaho 769, 102 P. 687, 
23 L.R.A.N.S. 1228 (1909), the Supreme Court analyzed a quo wawarzto proceeding 
under the then existing statute, stating that a complaint to contest an election under 
subdivision 2, 5 5026, Rev. Codes, must allege and show facts which disqualify the 
incumbent, or person declared elected, at the time of the quo warranto proceeding. 
This holding was affirmed in Jordan v. Peal-ce, 91 Idaho 687,429 P.2d 419 (1967). Our 
Supreine Court again confirmed this holding in the case of People ex rel. Neilson v. 
Mfilkins, 6 14 P.2d 41 7, 10 1 Idaho 394 (1 980). In that case, a special prosecuting attorney 
challenged a county commissioner's right to hold the position because the commissioner 
did not live in the proper district at the time of the election, and therefore was not eligible 
to serve pursuant to the statute. Due to re-districting, the commissioner did live in the 
proper district at the time the suit was filed and was qualified to hold office. The 
Supreme Court held that the quo wai-ranto proceediilg was properly dismissed because 
qualification of the office holder to remain in office were to be determined at the time of 
the suit. Given these holdings, it is clear that Keene and Brown have a right to their 
offices and are entitled to a judgment in their favor granting such right and prohibiting 
the City froin further interfering with that right as they were qualified to hold office as of 
March 19,2008, the date this proceeding was filed. 
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XI. CONCLUSION 
Contrary to the City of Huetter7s claim in its request for declaratory relief, Keene 
and Brown did not disobey Idaho election laws. Rather, there was a lapse in their voter 
registration, which lapse was cured by the time this action was filed. As such, their 
positions are not now vacant. The City of Huetter is not entitled to a preliminary 
injunction prohibiting Keene and Brown from participating in city government. In fact, 
Keene and Brown are entitled to a judgment that they hold their offices and a permanent 
injunction that city officals and staff shall not block their ability to participate in city 
government. 
Dated this 31st day of March, 2008. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By: { A  I-h I 
Susan P. Weeks 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3 1" day of March, 2008, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method 
indicated below: 
08 E. Sherman Ave., Ste, 2 15 
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Susan P. Weeks, TSB # 4255 
.Tames, Vernon & Weeh, P .A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'hlene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) GG4- 1 684 
&ERK DiSTRlCT COURT 
Attorney for Defendants Keemc and Brawn 
TN THE DISTRICT COLRT OF THE FRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TkIE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THX COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 1 
corporation, 
Case No. CV 08-2252 
P laii~tiff, 
STIPULATED ORDER OF PRELII'viINARJ7 
vs. JUNCTION ,4ND SETTING EXPEDITED 
REFTNG SCHEDULE FOR 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNU.'ER L. DECLARATORY JUDGhlIENT 
BROWN, 1 
Plaintiff, the City of Fluettcr ("Fiuettcr"), filed a Request for Declaratoty 
Judgment to Ascertain Status and Request for Injunction pursuant to I.C. 5 10- 1201 and 
moved for a preliminary jnjundion pursuant to Rule 65 of Idaho Rules of Civil 
Prpcedure. The Court denicd Huetter's request for preliminary injunction because its 
vcrified complaint submitted did not demonstrate that jmmediate and irreparable injury, 
loss, or darnage would result to the City of Huetter absent the ~n t ly  of thc preliminary 
injunction. Following t l~c  Court's ruling, Plaintilf'f, by and through its attorney of record, 
Art Macornber, and Defmdants: who were prsscnt in court, by and through their attorney 
of record, f usan P: Weelis, agreed to entry of this Order containing a reciprocal 
preliminary in.junction and the Court, having co~~sidercd the Complaint, Defendants' 
STPULATED ORDER OF PRELJMTNARY INJUNCTION AND SETTTNG 
EXPEDITED BRIEFING SCHEDULE FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT: 1 c33 
memorandum of law filed in rcsponse thercto, and now bcing advised in the premiscs. 
finds that: 
1, This Court has jurisdiction of the subject mattcr of this casc and there is 
goocl cause to believe it will have jurisdiction of all parties hereto. 
2. Vcnue lies propcrly with this Cou~t .  
3. This Order is in the best interests of a11 the parties to this action and is in 
the public Interest. 
4. No security is required of any political subdivision of the State of Idaho 
pursuant to T.R.C.P. Rule 65(c). 
6.  , The parties agree that this Order is binding in form and scope pursuant to 
1,R.C.P. Rule 65(d). 
7. The parties by agrccinp and stipulating to this Order, makc no admissions 
as to the truth of Plaintiffs allegations or to Defendants' position regarding the proper 
statutory construction of thc applicable statutes. 
.NOW THEREFORE, the Court hereby issucs a preliminary injunctioli prohibiting 
thc City of Huettcr from prcvcnting or intcl-fering with Defendant Kecne's atrcndance and 
participation as mayor at future city council meetings pending a ruling Prom this Court on 
the pending declaratoryjudg.lmcnt action. 
BE ,TT FURTHER ORDERED that tlic Court l~ercby issues a preliminary 
in junction prohibiting the City of Huetter fro111 preventing or interfering with Defendant 
Brown's attendance and participation as co~lncilperson at hture city council meetings 
pcnding a nlling from this Court on the pending declaratory judgment action. 
BE'IT FURTFTER ORDERED that the City of Huetter and Defendants shall take 
no action at any meeting pending the Court's ruling on the pending Declaratory Judgment 
action Illat would bind the City of Huetter to any future action or conlract. 
BE IT FURTHER ORDERED that the Court shall hear this matter at an expedited 
trial to be held April 24,2008. Tlle City of Huetter sllall file a response to Defendants' 
Opposition Memorandum no later than April 10, 2008. Defendants Kcene md Brown 
STPULATED ORDER OF PRELIMINARY TNJUNCTlON AND SETTING 
EXPEDITED BRIEFING SCHEDULE FOR DECLARATORY JUJJGMENT. 2 i-' 2: 4 
L L, 
shall file any reply to  the City of Hucttex's responsc no later than April 1 6. 2008. he 1 
parties shall file a joint statement of undisputed facts with tlte Court no later than pril I\ 
DaCcd this day o f  April, 2008. 
District Judge I 
APPROVED: 
Art Macomber 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
James, Vanon & Weeks, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendants 
I 
STIPULATED ORDER OF P R l 3 L ~ ~ ~ A R Y  TNSUNCTIOW ,AND SETTING 
EXPEDTED BREFTNG SCHEDULE FOR DECLARATORY JUDGWNT: C35 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the !? day of April. 2008, a. true and sarrcst copy 
of the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by ihc method 
indicated below: 
STl-PULATED ORDER OF PRELIMINARY hrJUNCTION AND SETTNG 
EXPEDITED BRIEFING SCFEDULE FOR DECLARATORY JLlDGMEhT: i 
Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney a1 Law 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 21 5 
Coeur dYAlene, ID 8381 4 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933 
State Bar No. 7370 
Counsel to Plaintiff City o.F Huetter 
STATE OF lfW 
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IN TRE DISTRICT COURT OF TNE FIRGT JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOQTENM 
CITY OF HUETTER an Idaho 
municipal corporation; 
I 
) Case No: CV-08-2252 
1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) REPLY MEMORANDUM TO 
) DEFENDAWS' OPPOSlTlON TO 
VS. ) REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY 
) JUDGMENT TO ASCERTAIN 
) STATUS 
BRADLEY W. KEEblE and 1 
XENNIFER L. BROWN, 1 1 
Defendants. 1 
COMES NOW Plainti.ff CITY OF H U E T E R  an Idaho municipal corporation 
(hereinafter "CITY OF HUETTER), by and through its City Attorney and attorney of 
record, Arthur B. Macomber, pursuant to an Order of this Court rendered at Hearing on 
April 3,2008, convnmding that a Reply Mmorandurn to Defmdants' Opposition to 
Request for Declaratory Judgment bc t e n d a d  by April 10,2008, so that Defendants' Sur- 
Reply could be filed by April 16,2008, in preparation for further Ilearing and a fins1 
determination of the matter on April 24,2008. 
Reply to Defendants' Opposition to Request for Declaratory Judgment and lnjunction 
CITY OF HLTETTER v. Keencr 
~ R O D U C T I O N  
On March 20, 2008, Plaintiff City of Huctter ("CITY') filed a Request for 
Declaratory Judgment "to declare rights. status, and other legal relations" of Defmdants 
BRADLEY KEENE, registered elector (hereinafter "KEENE"), and JENNIFER BROWN, 
registered elector (hereinafter "BROW'), related to CITY'S Mayornl and one 
Councilperson position respectively. 
On April 3,2008, a Hearing was held during which counsel for the parties 
stipulated to a Preliminary Injunction pending this Court's final deknninatian of this 
matter on April 24,2008. This Reply Memorandum is filed pursuant to the Court's Order 
made that day r e l d  to counsel's submission of further argument on this matter. 
ARGUMENT 
CITY has requested interpretation of the Idaho Constilution and State elections 
statutes related to municipal offices in light of certain facts so that the status and legal 
relations between the parties may be clarified. In this memorandum, CITY will address 
Defmdants'charact~ri7&ion of Plaintiffs casc as either A) one of an elcction challenge, or 
B) a matter that can only be resolved by a statutory quo warrentu proceeding. The CITY 
denies either ofthose two arguments is a basis for its request to this Court and denies that 
either is applicable to CITY'S request in this matter. However, CITY belicves that 
Defendants appropriate legal response would be to argue for a writ of mandamus, given 
that CITY'S pleadings have stated it cannot know, based on Defendants' elector status as of 
the date of their ranova1 b m  registered voter rolls, whether it would be law4b.l for CITY 
to exercise municipal powers where two alleged officers have only registered elector status. 
A writ of mandamus pursuant lo Idaho Code section 7-301, et seq. would allow this C o w  
to compcl CITY to perform the act of seating Defendants, pursuant to a finding in 
Dcfendants' favor. (l.C § 7-302.) Othewise in this memorandum. CITY will rely on its 
previous argument made in its initial Request to this court. 
Rcply to Defendants' Opposition to Requtxt for Declaratory Judgment and lnjanction 
CITY OF HlJETTER v. Keene 
A. CITY Does Not and Cannot Br in~  An Election Challenee 
Defendants Motion in Opposition claims that CTTY's Request can be equated in 
law to an election challenge. CITY does nol agree. CITY does not claim to have standing 
far an election challenge nor does it request this Court address this matter as a challenge to 
the November 2007 election, when Defendanis were elected to office. ClTY does not 
challenge that Defendants were elected, and CTTY's canvas of the November 2007 election 
results caused ClTY to swear in Defendants at i ts January ninth meeting. Con- to 
Defendants' representation of Idaho Code section 34-2007 in the last sentence beginning 
on page four of their Motion in Opposition, CRY docs not have a statutory right to 
challenge an election. Idaho Code section 34-2007 reads: 
The election of any person declared elected to any affice, other than 
exetutivc state officers and members of the legislature, may be coniesred 
by any elector of the state. judicial district, co&, township, precinct, 
city or incorporated village in andfor which the person is declared 
elected. 
(emphasis added.) 
The contesting pow= belongs to "any elector of the ~urisdiction] in and for which 
the pason is declared elected." CTTY has no power to contest an election, because il: is not 
a n  elector. Idaho Code section 34-1 04 states a "qudifi~d elector"' is: 
. . . any petson who is eigbteen (1 8) years of age, is a United States 
citizen and who has resided in this state and in the county at least thirty 
(30) days next preceding the ele~tion at which he desires to vote, and 
who i s  registered as requited by Jaw. 
Further? Idaho Code section 34-105 states a "registered elector," for the purpose of 
[the elections code], means any "qualified elector." Thus, because CITY is a municipal 
corporation, and does not meet the criteria of 34-104, it cannot contest elections. Clearly, 
electors are those that can vote and become elected to office, and a municipal corporation 
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such as CITY does not fall into that category. CITY does not and cannot conlest an 
election, and does not argue that it may in i ts  Request to this Court. 
B) Plaintiffs Matter Cannot be Resobed bv a Statutorv Quo Wanento Suit. 
Plaintiff does not challenge Dcfendants' c m n t  status as registered electors. CTTY 
accepts the findings of the February 25 Hearing by thc Kootenai County Elections 
Department in upholding Defendants' registration requests of February 14. However, 
CITY argues a rational i n t e r p ~ t i o n  of the plain language of Idaho Code scctions 50-60 1 
and 50-702, construed, as Defendants' Opposition Memorandum argues, with the entire 
statutory schema, will result in this Court's finding that due to the outcome of Defendants' 
own voluntary acts they were removed from the registered voter rolls, and due to those 
voluntary acts they forsook, abandoned, rmounced, s u m d d ,  and waived powers to 
exercise the oEccs lhey were sworn into by giving up their slatus as registered electors. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code section 6-602, a .stahtmy quo warrento action is to be 
brought by the prosecuting attorney of thc County, whcre the oficc usurped is a City 
office. Here, CITY is not the prosecuting attorney of Kootenai County, thus it lacks 
statutory power and thus standing to bring a suit in statutory quo warrento. CITY does not 
claim it has such power or standing, and has not pled so in this case. 
Defmdants argue that if the Kootcnai County prosecuting attorney brought a suit in 
statutory quo worrento that such proceedings must only analyze conditions existing at the 
time the action i s  brought. (People ex rei. Neilson v. UrilKins, 101 Idaho 394 (1980).) 
CITY does not disagree with this argument. However, CITY does not have standing and 
does not bring an action pursuant to ldaho Code section 6-602. CITY requests this Court 
ascertain Defendants' status as of the date Kwtenai County removed them from the voter 
registration rolls, not as of March 19, whcn this action was brought. 
CJTY's response to Defendants' quo warrento argument i s  that CITY cannot under 
Idaho law proceed to seat Defkndants when that act by it may be in violation of Idaho law, 
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and that such rcfusal to seat based on its reading of the Idaho Constitution and Idaho 
statutes does not constitute unlawful ouster but is a reasonable position under the law, 
especially given the lack of third party interference in Defendants3 status and their own 
decisions to ignore the Idaho Code section 34-432 challenge. CITY does not w e e  that any 
ouster has taken place, given the definition in Tdaho Code allowing such action where "any 
person who usurps, intrudes into. holds or exercises any office or franchise, real or 
pretended. within this state, without authority of law." (I.C. 5 6-602.) CITY has not acted 
to install or appoint any person to the two positions at issue, no person has attempted to 
occupy or exexcise the powers of the two offices, and those positions arc not occupied, 
except as a result of the preliminary injunction pmviously imposed by this Court, thus pleas 
in quo wanento should not lie. CITY only contends that Defendants voluntarily created 
vacancies as a matter of law by not responding lawfidly to the challenge, and no person 
presently occupies those two ofices. A statutory quo warrento suit is not applicable to 
facts of th is  case. 
C. Clarification of CITY's Reauest 
If Defendants' status as non-registered voters is found by this Court to have existed 
as of the date Defidants werc removed from voter registration rolls, CITY requests this 
Court then proceed to construe Dehdants' status as of the date of removal from the 
registration rolls pursuant to Idaho Code section 50-60 1 and 50-702, which require 
registered status in order to retain eligibility to hold office. CITY's pleadings argue that 
Defendants Iost their eligibility to hold ofice, and that thus, as a matter of law, upon 
removal from voter registration rolls Defendants did not hold office. Further, CITY argues 
that the reregistration cflkctivc February 14 cannot accomplish any cure to the loss of 
eligibility to hold office, but that the reregistration only restored Defendants' basic 
registe~d voter status. 
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If this Court finds otherwise, then any Idaho elccted municipal official could ignore 
the Idaho Codc section 34-432 chdlengc f?om an elections department, with the assurance 
that they could simply re-register and their status as officeholder would be magically 
restored - with absolutely no penalty for not responding to a statutory challenge where an 
oath o f  office was taken to uphold and obey thc laws of the State of Idaho. 
Howcver, if this Court agrees with the Attorney General's letter that a loss of 
eligibility to hold office pursuant to a plain reading of Idaho Code sections 50-601 and 50- 
702 does not, as a matter of law, remove Defendants from office, this Court may determine 
that Idaho Code section 50-469 serves to show vacancies cxist, where that statute states, 
"[ilf a petsoe elected M s  to qualify, a vacancy shall be declared to exist, which vacancy 
shall be fillcd by the mayor and the council." This is reasonable, because once Defendants 
were removed fiom the voter registration rolls, they failed to maintain any qualification to 
hold office pursuant to Idaho Code section 50-601 and 50-702. C d n l y  the Constitution 
and laws of the State of Idaho do not allow a pason ta occupy elected office when they 
have not even registered to vote or responded to a valid challenge related to their 
registration. CITY does not know whethcr the removal by the Koolenai County Elections 
Department following its challenge to Defendants constitutes a "fail[ure] to qudrfjr," 
thereby creating vacancies in the offices. (I.C. 4 50469.) There is no case law providing 
interpretation of Idaho Code section 50-469. 
D. CITY Has Staudin~ to Reauest Dcclaratorv Judment under I.C. 6 10-1201. 
"[AJs a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case where 
an actual or justiciable controversy cxists." (Harris v. Cassia Coatnfy, 106 Idaho 5 13, 51 6 
(1 984)) Kootenai County removed Defendants from voter registration wlls sometime 
between January 17, after the twenty (20) day period had passed for Defmdants response 
pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-432(2), and the date Defendants were re-registcrcd 
effective February 14. Therefore, Defendants were sworn into office as wgistered electors 
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on January 9, prior to being rmoved b r n  voter registration rolls after January 17. Thus, 
while Defendants were elected officials between January 9 and the datc of removal from 
registration rolls on January 17 (or the actual date of removal From registration rolls 
subsequent to January 17 but befare February I 4), upon said removal neither Dcfcndant 
was "eligible to hold the[ir] oflice" because neither Defendant 'krmain[ed] a qualified 
removal from registration rolls. Q.C. § 5 50-60 1 (Mayoral statute allows 
official to hold office only if holder 'kcmains a qualified elector during his term of office7'); 
5 0-702 (Councilperson statute allows official to hold office only if holder ''remains a 
qualified elector mder the constitution and laws of the state of Idaho.").) 
These facts and presently arising ci~;umstances have resulted in n live controversy 
and c u m t  un-inty such that CITY cannot hold necessary City Council meetings or 
otherwise govern its municipal corporation howing that it is in accodancc with its powers 
pursuant to Idaho law. (Idaho Const. Ad. XIl 8 2; I.C. 9 50-301, et seq.) 
Further, due to Plaintiffs present inability to hold mcetings without the temporary 
injunction it has become disabled as a corporate body, thus CITY requests this Court 
provide clarity by declaring a judgment on the issues argued in CITY'S pleadings. 
CONCLUSION 
CTTY does not plead an election contest, because it has no statutory power or 
standing to bring such suit. Statutory quo wmrmro does not apply h, becausc no 
usurper has taken or mupies the respective offices, and CITY js not the statutory entity 
charged with bringing such suit. Defendants may have grounds to request a writ of 
mandamus, if this Court rules against CITY after which CITY refuscs to seat Defendants. 
Dated: q- 10 -0 9 -
Attorney at Law 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNIFER L. 
BROWN, 
Case No. CV 08-2252 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DECLARATORY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendants 
Tlxe City of Huetter seeks a ruling from this Court declaring vacanl the office of 
Mayor to which Brad Keene was elected and the office of Councilman to which Jennifer 
Brown was elected. The City of Huetter's argument i s  that upon the happening of 
Kcene's and Brown's removal from the voter list that a forfeiture of their o f i c s  occurred 
pursuant to Idaho Code 4 50469. 
1. STANDING 
In, response to the standing issue raised by Kccne and Brown, the City of Huetter 
concedes that it does not have standing to bring an election challenge pursuant to Title 
34, Idaho Code. J,t also acknowledges that it does not have standing to bring a quo 
[", 5 
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wnrranto proceeding pursuant to Title 6. Chapter 6. Instead, the City claims it seeks only 
a clarification of I.C. 5 50-469. 
I1 ARGUMENT 
The City argues that it cannot under Tdaho law scat Defendants because such an 
act would be in violation of Jdaho law. The City claims that Brown and Keene became 
ineligible to hold office pursuant to I.C. tj 50-601 and I.C. 5 50-702 when they were 
removed from the voter registration. The City claims this ineligibility resulted in a 
forfeiture of Kcene and Brown's right to office. The logical slarting point of  the analysis 
is the statutes that the City utilizes to support its arguments. 
The foundation of the City's argument is grounded in I.C. 6 50-60 1, which 
provides that: "[alny person shall be eligible tn hold the office of mayor who is a 
qualified elector of the city at the time his declaration of candidacy or declaration of 
intent is submitted to the city clerk and remains a qualified elector during his term of 
office" and I. C. 5 5 0-702, which provides that: "[alny person shall be eligible to hold thc 
office of councilman of his city who is a qualified elector at the time his declaration of 
candidacy or declaration o f  intent is submitted to the city clerk, and remains a qualified 
elector under the constitution and laws of the state of Idaho." The City claims that by 
removal from the election register that Keene and Brown failed to maintain their status as 
"qualified electors". The City does not expand on this bald assertion. Instead, the City 
tries to change ihe statutory requirement that Keene and Brown remain "qualified 
electors'Vuring the term of thcir office t o  a requirement that they remain "registered 
voters". There is no support for this position in the statutes themselves or case law. 
Article VI, Section 2 of the Idaho Constitution provides that ''[elvery male or 
female citizcn of the United States. eighteen years old, who has resided in this state. and 
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in the county where he or she offas to vote for the period provided by law, if registered 
as provided by law, is a qualified elector. Idaho Code 5 50-402(c) provides in relevant 
part that "[a] "qualified elector" means any person who is eighteen (18) years of age, is a 
United States citizen and who has resided in the city at lenst thirty (30) days next 
preceding the election at which he desires to vote and who is registeted within the time 
period provided by law." (Emphasis added.) Idaho Code 5 34-408, subsection 1, 
addresses the general time period for registration and provides: "No elector may register 
in the office of the county clerk within twenty-four (24) days preceding any election held 
throughout the county in which he resides for the purpose of voting at such election; 
provided however, a legible, accurate and complete registration card received in the: 
office of the county clerk during the twenty-four (24) day period preceding an election 
shall be accepted and held by the county clerk until the day following the election when 
registration reopens, at which time the registration shall become effective. Tllis dcadljne 
shall also apply to any registrars the county clerk may have appointed." 
The City concedes that Keene and Brown were residents of the City of Huetter, 
met the age requirements and were registered as voters within the time period required by 
law at the time of the city election. However, the City argues that upon removal from the 
election register that Keene and B r o w  were no longer "qualified elcctor" ~lnder the 
applicable statutes. This argumeni ignores the actual provisions of the above statutes. 
At the time that Keene and Brown were removed from the election register, the 
next election in which Keene and Brown could vote in Kootenai County was the primary 
election in May 2007. Keene and Brown assured that they were placed back on the 
election register long before that date. Therefore, they were qualified electors in the 
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November 2007 election and they are qualified electors for any upcoming election. Thus, 
they have not violated the provisions of I.C. $4 50-601 and 50-702 respectively. 
In its declaratory judgment petition and argument, the City completsly ignores 
I.C. fj 59-901. This statute provides: 
HOW VACANCIES OCCUR. Every civil office shall be vacant upon the 
happening of either of the following events at any time before the 
expiration of the term of such office, as follows: 
1. The resignation of the incumbent. 
2. His death. 
3. His removal from office. 
4. The decision of a compaent tribunal declaring his office vacant. 
5. His ceasing to be a resident of the state, district or county in which 
the duties of his office are to be exercised, or for which he may have. been 
clected. 
6. A failure to elect at the proper election, hme being no incumbent to 
continue in ofice until his successor is elected and qualifiad, nor other 
provisions relating thereto. 
7. A forfeiture of office as provided by any law of the state. 
8. Conviction of any infamous crime, or of any public offense 
involving the violation of his oath of ofice. 
9. The acceptance of a commission to any military office, either in the  
militia of this state, or in the service of the United States, which requires 
the incumbent in the civil office to exercise his military duties out o f  the 
state for a period of not less than sixty (60) days. 
In the present case, the City argues that there has been a forfeiture of ofice as 
provide by statute. Idaho Code tj 34-469 provides that: "If a person elected fails to 
qualify, a vacancy shall be declared to exist. which vacancy shall be filled by the mayor 
and the council," It does not provide that the office is forfeited. In cases of forfeiture, 
the legislature has been very definite that the office has been forfeited. For example, 1.C. 
1.8-3 10 specifically provides in relevant part that: [a] sentence of  custody to the Idaho 
state board of correction suspends all the civil rights of the person so sentenced including 
the right to refuse treatment authorized by the sentencing court, and forfeits all public 
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ofices and all private trusts: authority or power during such imprisonment.. .". Thus, this 
statute does not provide for a forfeiture of office. 
Rather, the City's position is that when Keene and Brown were removed from the 
voter registration that they became ineligible to hold o s c e ,  and such ineligibility created 
an automatic vacancy. In its opening brief, Keene and Brown went through the rules of 
statutory construction and how this interpretation does not meet those rules. In its 
response brief, the City inexplicably ignored the statutory construction arguments raised 
by Defendants. The City offers no explanation of how its proposed interpretation is 
compatible with the tenets of statutory construction advanced by Defendants, or how its 
interpretation would harmonize the other statutes that exist on the same subject matter. 
As explained in the Defendants' opening brief, the position advanced by Plaintiff is 
contrary to the general rules of statutory construction. 
111, CONCLUSION 
The City has failed to establish that Keene and Brown "failed to qualiy'  for their 
positions. There has been no election for which Keene and Brown failed to q u a l i ~ .  
There is no dispute that Keene and Brown are qualified electors for upcoming elections. 
Thus, they meet the requirement that they remain quali tied electors. The approximate 
thirty day lapse in their voter registration is immaterial to whether they are qualified 
electors. 
Further, even if credence is given to the City's argument that the lapse in the voter 
registration made Keene and Brown ineligible to hold office, t h ~  rules of statutory 
construction would require such a challenge to be brought pursuant to Title 6: Chapter 6. 
The City has no standing for such a challenge. Even if the City had standing to bring 
such a challenge, thc ineligibility would be measured at the time of the suit. By the ti,me 
CSg 
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this suit was brought, the ineligibility was cured. Thus, Keene and Brown are entitled to 
continue in office. 
Dated this 1 6TH day of April, 2009. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By: >.la& @ 
Susan P. Weeks 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1Gth day of April, 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated 
below: 
(1-0 
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STIFULA~%D 3iACT3 
1. 3efmdar~t~ KEEN% md B R O W  thaly fi 
of candidacy in compliance with 1.C. 4 50.432- 
2 .  ~ h d a ~ l t ~  am and BRCIWN'S entry as ~ ~ l m x r s  in the election 
~ K ; O T ~  snd pol] book was challenged by ent13' of a ~h~~~~ b F ~ Q  E!cord and book, as 
wmP d e  ofplsvid Meeks. Jackie Meeks. J o d ~  Doug& Bc~hm Kienm. 
J2iadblom, Shawn Marquerec, Misty Pennenter, Jarnee Pilmoe, k g  S~~ and f o b  
W b i w .  The city clmk notified the Kaoteaaj County Election Departmat af all 
challenges in the combination elecdan reend and poll book. 
3. Defwdant KEEN€ was elceted m a w  and Defendsat BROWN wrts 
e l m d  an a council member at the election mnducted November 6.2007. 
4. On Nmwnber 9,200'7, Plaintiff CITY OF WETRR timely 
canvassed the vbtes md determined that tk%n&nts B R O W  and KEjENE were two of 
h e  people elected as stated. in pamgmpb three heteifl. 
5 .  On December 27.2007, yunuant to Ideha Cads 5 34-432, the 
Koomnai C o m ~  EIecuans Dqartmmt mt individual aotifieae~ons aFchaUang0 to tb 
twalv~ challenged vators at rbe addrcss provided by them. The m4l was am? by CertSad 
Mail. The Post Offioe was unable m find Defendant K.EEM3 at hame and lefi a no$ce for 
him to retrieve his letter hrn tlxe post ~ f l i c e .  Defendant KEEm was rmable to r e e v e  his 
mlstered letter from the post office because of lvs wade hours. Defendant B R O W  
neived and signed for ha letmr an Januny 8,2008. She called the Koareoai C o m ~  
Elections Depament to discuss the m a r  
6 ,  On Jarmary 9,2008, Defendants KEmE mil BROWN fwere sworn 
im f i ce  at a rwl=hr sohedulad and noticed meeting of the Hueaer Ciw Coumil, 
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7. January 18.ZOO8, the Kootenaj C w  Xilehmg D m m  
m o v d  ten c o t ~ s  M tfte reg~sastrm rolls, including Defkndsnts K m  and B R O W  
8 .  OR February 13.2008. Plaiariff ClTY OF HUETTERrehd m 
recognize at. seat D e b t s  TCEEPaE and BROWN, based on the Crty A m e y l s  
mseurnrmt that Wfendmts were meliable to bold office and there* tbau eEsas w m  
vacant due to their removal from rhe vatei re$stratioa roU$ by b o o m  C m t y ,  
9 .  On Fehery 14.2008. four pwple deletad fi-om the ofielel v a t  
rcgisuation (isc, includfmg Defendants K m  md BROWN, appeared in person at tbe 
Kmtenai County Elecrim Deument to mgister. as voters. A demand was made 
pmuant to Idaha Cade 34-41 2(2) for a ten (1 0)  day qualilioatioq hcanng. 
10. h. Pebnzay 25,2008. p u r s d  to Ieahd Cade 4 3&412(2), the 
KPownai County Elections Departma beld a haring an whether the four pmple 
tsquestfng re$i.smtloa, hclndmg Defendants KEENE and BROWN, were qualified ro 
register. Dofcndams K E N €  and BROWW p m t e d  evidence as to thir qudificatiws to 
rep=. Dan Englrsh, K m d  County Clerk determiad they wme qualified to w&@, 
and won tbe conclusion of the hearing. registered them as vaten. 
1 1. F W r y  25,2008. ~ n d  pursuant to 1,C. 934.1408, the rcgigistratjon 
roll was open fnr r c g i ~ t c r i ~ ~ g  vows. 
& @ e 
Susan R. Waek 
Ammey%tLaw 
Counssl for Defendants 
JVW 
MACOMBER LAW DFFSCE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I EEJVBY CERT- that an the 21st day of April, 2008,I cmeed TO be served a 
me and c m e m  capy of the foregoing: 
STXPULkTED FACTS FOR DECLARATIDRY 
JUDGMENT TO ASCERTAIN STATUS 
Susan. P. Weah 
J m m ,  Vernon & Wacks, PA 
1 G26 Lincaln Way 
Cocur dtAleue, ID 8381 4 
Telephm: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile; (208) 6G4-1684 
Cmml io Defindane Keme olrd Brown 
DATED this 2 1 st day of April, 2008 
Ciy Attorney fbr Plsinttff C i g  of Huener 
Sylulntcd Facb fiw I)..lmniam Ivdancnl - RuETD,l r. UEEW 
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STATE. OF ILlAHLi 
COUNT:' 9; KRiTEblil 
FILED 
)ss 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB # 4255 
James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 8 14 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) 664- 1684 
Attorney for Defendants Keene and Brown 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .WDTCTAI, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAZ 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 
corporation, 
ase No. CV 08-2252 
Plaintiff, 
EFENDANTS' POST-TRIAL 
vS. k EMORANDUM 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNTFER L. 
BROWN. 
- Defendants I 
This memorandum addresses the case of Clark v. Wonnacott, 30 Idaho 98, 162 
P. 1074 (191 71, which was raised for the first time during oral arguments of this matter 
In 191 4, Fred C. Wonnacott was elected Kootenai County assessor. In November 191 6, 
William McFarland was elected Kootenai County assessor. McFarland died before 
taking office. At the time of his death, McFarland had not taken the oath of officc or 
filed the bond that was required to bold the off~ce. T'l~erefore, at the time of his death he 
had not qualified for office. 
In January 191 8. the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners declared the 
assessor's office vacant duc to McFarlandis death. The Board appointed Henry C. Clark 
assessor. Clark took the oath of office and filed the required bond. The issue arose 
whether the statutory provision addressing the term of office was in conflict with the 
Idaho Constitution. Wonnacott took the position that the legislature could not declare the 
CFLj u 
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office vacant by reason of McFarland's death because the statutory provision conflicted 
with the cons~it~tional provision. 
In analyzing whether the ofice ~ 7 a s  vacant and subject to appointment, the 
Supreme Court commenced its analysis by acknowledging that as of 191 7, there were 
conflicting opinions regarding the issue. The Supreme Court noted that Article 6, Section 
18 of the Idaho Constitution required biennial election of county officers. The statutes in 
effect at that time provided that eveq7 elected oficer would hold office until his successor 
was elected and qualified, 
The Idaho Suprcme Court found that the statute was not in conflict with the 
constitution. The Idaho Supreme Court then proceedcd to analyze the effect of 
McFarland's death on the incumbent's right to continue in office. Under the statute as it 
existed at that time, the Supreme Court found that the incumbent had a right to continue 
in office, and the Board had no authority to appoini another assessor. The Supreme Court 
concluded: "There can be no appointment unless there is a vacancy; there can be no 
vacancy where therc is an incumbent. A vacancy exists where there is no person lawfully 
authorizsd to assume and exercisc at present the duties of t h ~  office.. . . It necessarily 
follows that if an officer under the law is cntitled to hold his office until his successor is 
elected and qualified. that the election of the officer does not create a vacancy, but ii 
requires his election and qualification coupled with the expiration of his predecessor's 
tcrm to create a vacancy.'' 
Although Defendants do not profess to have a complete understanding of the City 
of Huetter's position at oral argument, apparently the City% position is that Defendants 
removal from the voter registration rolls after they were sworn into office caused 
Defendants to fail to qualify for their offices at the time of their election. This argument 
is contrary to the facts to which the City stipulated. The City stipulnted that Kcene and 
Brown were qualified when they were sworn into office. After being declared the elected 
oficials by tlle canvass of the vote, taking their oath and filing it, and receiving 
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certificates of election, Keene and Brown were qualified to hold office. This fact sets the 
present case apart from Clark v. Wonacott, supra 
However, following the City's argument. if it is claimed that Keene and Brown 
wers not qualified to take office at the time of their election by virtue of their removal 
from t h ~  voter registration rolls on January 18, 2008, then such s contest must be brought 
pursuant to I.C. 34-2001(2), which statute specifically provides for contest of a person's 
right to hold office when the incumbent was not eligible to the office at the timc of the 
election. Undm this chapter of the election laws, an incumbent is the person whom the 
canvassers declare elected. Pursuant to 1.C 8 34-2007, only an elector of the City could 
bring such a challenge. The City of Huctter has no standing for this challenge if such is 
its position. 
If it is tha City's position that Keene and Brown no longer met the qualifications 
for mayor and council person as of their removal on January 18,2008, the City's position 
under this argument as understood by Defendants is that once Defendants were removed 
from the voter registration they no longer met the qualification requirements of I.C. §tJ 
50-60 1 and 50-702, and as such. fell under the auspices of I.C. 5 50-469.' In analyzing 
this argument, one must look at the position of this code section in conj~mction with the 
other election statutes contained in title 4, Chapter 50, as well as other statutes addressing 
the topic and read them in pari materia. The code section immediate succeeding this 
code section, I.C. fj 50-470, provides for issuance of certificates of election. Combined 
with this fact is the 1.C 5 50-901 provides for events that will causc a vacancy in office 
after certificates of election are provided and Title 6, Chapter 6 provides for a quo 
warranto proceeding should an oficer be ineligible to hoId ofice during the tern  of his 
office and refuse to surrender it. When considered together, these facts indicate that I.C, 
$ 50-469 was aimed towards addressing vacancies that occurred before the incumbent 
took office. Without this statute. under Clark v. Wonacott, supra. the former incumbent 
' Defendants do not  believe that their removal from the voter registration disqualified them from continuing 
to hold o f i c e  under 1.C. §§ 50-601 and 50-702 as no county-wide election was pending ar the time. 
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would continue in office. Given the provisions of I.C. 5 50-469, it is clear that the former 
incumbent would nor continue to hold o E c e  and the City would have the authority to 
appoint a new officer. It appears I.C. 5 50-469 was enacted to counter the holding of 
Clark v. Wonacott. 
Dated this 2gth day of April, 2008. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By: h d  M- &* YJ 
Muriel h4. Burke ifl suolrA I? LbJa 
-- 
Attorneys for ~efefidants 
CERT1FICAT.E OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 2gLh day of March, 2008, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method 
indicated bclow : 
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Arthur B. Mawmber, Attorney at Law 
40 8 E. Sherman Avcnue, Suite 2 15 
Coeur d'Aene, ID 838 14 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933 
Statc Bar No. 7370 
Counsel to Plaintiff City of Huette~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAT 
CITY OF WETTER, an Tdaho 
municipal corporation; 
1 
) Case No: CV-08-2252 
1 
) 
'laintiff' ) PLAINTIFF'S BRlEF OF CLAM K 
VS. 
) WONNACOTT IN SUPPORT OF 
) REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY 
JUDGMENT ) 
BUDLEY W. KEENE and 1 
JENNIFER L. BROWN, 1 1 
Dekndants. ) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal corporation 
(hereinafter "CITY" or "Plaintiff'), by and through its City Attorney and attorney of 
rccord, Arthur B. Macomber, pursuant to an Order of this Court rendered at Wearing on 
April 24,2008, commanding that a Brief be tendered to this Court by Monday, April 28, 
2008 addressing issues raised by the case of Clark v. Wonnacott, 30 Idaho 98 (191 7) 
regarding qualification of electors and incumbents. 
INTRODUCTION 
On March 20,2008, Plaintiff filed a Request for Declaratory Judgment "to declare 
rights. status, and other legd relations" of Defendants KEENE, registered elector, and 
PIalntiWs Brief of Clark v. Wsnnacotl in Suppnrt of Request for Declaratory .hdgment - 
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BROWN, registered elector (hereinafter "defcndants"), related t~ plainiiff s Mayoral and 
one Councilperson pusition respectively. 
On April 24,2008, a Hearing was held during which counsel for the m e s  
stipulated to certain evidence being included in this case, md the Court required counsel to 
address arguments raised and pertinent to this casc related to officeholder qualifications. 
This Brief is filed pursuant to the Court's Order made that day. 
DISCUSSION OF CLARK V. WOWACOXT 
A writ of mandate was denied in the holding ren&md in the 19 17 case of Clark v. 
Wonnacotl. (Clark v. Fonnacott, 30 Idaho 98, 1 08 (1 91 7)) Plaintiff Clark was dcnied the 
plea for writ to be seated as Kootenai County Assessor, which position was held by 
defendant Wonnacott, following the Idaho State Supreme Court's interpretation of its 
Constitution and related staiutes. That Coud found decedent and putative assessor 
McFarland never qdified to hold the office following his election, thus the previous 
assessor, defendant Wonnacoq was legally entitled to conti.nue in office until a new 
assessor could be elected and shown to be qualified to hold the office. 
If McFarland had been qualified to hold office after election but prior to his death, a 
vacancy would have been crcated pursuant to statute triggering the power of appoi.ntment 
in the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners. But, "at the time of [McFarl.an.d's] death 
he had not qualified as such Assessor of Kootenai County, and had not made or filcd his 
official oath or given the bond required by law.'' (Clark, 30 Idaho at 1 01 ; (emphasis 
added).) 'Thus, the Court dekrmined that predecessor Wonnacott remained in office and 
that the power o f  appointment never arose, thus plaintiff Clark's appointment was invalid. 
In Idaho, the Court stated, ?he person elccled to an office does not h c o m e  the incumbent 
of  the office until he qualifies." (Clark, 30 ldaho at 106.) 
Thrce Idaho cases citc Clark: Big Wood Canal Co. w. Chapman. White v. Young, 
and Bone v. Deacdos, All cite the statutory intapetation that along with election must come 
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qualification, of one sort or another, to creak a valid incumbency in a candidate. None of 
the three cases overrule or abrogate Chrk as to qualification being required to create 
incumbrmcy. 
A "[watermaster] holds office until his successor is elected or appointed and 
qualfied." (Big Wood Canal Co. v. Chapman, 45 Tdaho 380,390 (1 927); (emphasis 
added).) This is a simple recitation of thc Clork holding. 
The Khite case states, ". . . the oath for county elective oficers, being required to 
be taken on the second Monday of January succeediw the general election, [a newly 
elecbd oficiaq may not qualify for office until the second Monday of January . . .." (White 
v. Young, 88 Idaho 18X, 196 (1964) (Oath of office found to finalize qualification of elected 
official, but prior to oath was not qualified to hold office).) According to the mite case, 
the oath of office is but one requirement to show qualification to hold ofice. If an oath of 
office is not taken, White holds qualification for incumbency does not occur. Howmer, 
Plaintiff Huetter hem argues that cven where an oath is taken, an elected person may not be 
qualified, if they do not respond to a valid chaIl~nge made on election day, because their 
contested status as a qualified elector might not be resolved until afier the oath of office 
was given. 
In a casc of first impression in Idaho, the Idaho State Supreme Court fomd statutes 
requircd that "[aln appointee to the office of county commissioner filling a vacancy serves 
only until his successor is elected and qualified." (Bone v. Derclos, 94 Idaho 589, 590 
(1 972); Bone v. Andnrs, 96 Idaho 291 (1 974) (Sovereign immunity shields Gov. Andrus 
fiom challenge to appointment of Bone due to Governor acting under statutory authority 
and his reasonable conclusion that he had p o w r  to appoint); (emphasis in original).) Thus, 
appointee Duclos, not being elected but appointed, could not occupy county 
connnissioner's office. Thus, without both election and qudification, incumbency does not 
accrue. 
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CURRENT STATUS OF IDAHO LAW RE: QUALIFICATION 
Generally, Idaho law related to the dual requirement o f  election and qualification 
remains the same as it did in 191 7 whcn CImk was rendered. 
Specifically, the Idaho State Constitution at Article VI, Section 2 states: 
E v q  male or female citizen of the Unitcd States, eighteen years old, 
who has resided in this state, and in the county where he or she offers to 
vote for the period provided by law, lf registered mprovided by Em, is a 
qualified elector. 
(emphasis added.) Thus, one cannot be a qualified elector in Idaho unless one is of a 
certain age, kas residency in the Idaho county in which one wants to vote, and one is 
registered as provided by law. The words "if registered as provided by law" immediately 
preceding the other two requirements validates the importance of the requirement of 
registration in order for one to be qualified. (Kerley v. Wethetell, 6 1 Idaho 3 1, 4 142 
(1 93 9) .) 
The Idaho Legislature has the power to prescribe qualifications for public office. 
(Id. at 42; Idaho Const. Art VI 6 4.) The legislature has enacted several Idaho codes that 
refer to or include registration as a requirement, including, as pertinent: he= but not limited 
to, 34-1 04 (qualified elector def-ined), 34-1 05 (registered elector defined), 34-1 07(3-5) 
(readency requirements), 34-1 10 (registration required for voter to appear on election 
register), 34-402 (qualifications of electors, substantially mirrors Idaho Const., Art. VI 2), 
34403 (disqualified electors not allowed to vote), 34-404 (registration of elector required), 
34-407 through 34-420 (registration processes generally). 
Idaho Code scction 34-43 1 allows a registmd elector to challenge "the entry of an 
elector's name as it appears in the election register." (See I.C. 8 50-427 (the entry of an 
elector's name as it appears "in the election record and poll book").) Idaho Code section 
50-427 refers a county clerk to Idaho Code section 34-432, which gives the county clerk a 
process for verifymg those challenges. The last sentence of Idaho Code section 34-432(2) 
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states, "If a challenged elector fails to make the szatement or request in msponsc to the 
inquiry, the county cIerk shall cancel the registration." 
ARGUMENT 
Stipulated facts before this Court include the fm that defendants were elected in the 
November 2007 election. However, as discussed herein above, there exists a dual 
requirement of election plus quoliftcation under Idaho law. When defendants registered 
prior to the election, that act placed their names on the election register. (LC. § 34-1 10.) 
Pursuant to Idaho Code section 34-43 1, on clection day anothe~ elector challenged 
defendants' qualified elcctor status. On that same day, defkndants took an oath that they 
were qualified electors. 0 .C .  34-1 11 1 .) Thus the challenge was joined, but until the 
county clerk could resolve the challenge, defendants could be electcd a d  sworn into ofice 
without the qualification element being satisfied allowing incumbency under Idaho 
registration requimcnts and thc case law as discussed above. Therefore, from election 
day, past the date of canvassing of votcs, past the date of administration of the oath of 
office, up until the twenty (20) dsy time period for the challenged electors' responses were 
either received or not received by the county clerk, which date here was January 1 7, 2008, 
the defendantsc qualifications as electors and thus incumbents (after the administration of 
the oath of office) was an unresolved challenge. 
Without an election day challenge, the Kootenai County Clerk would have had no 
need to verify and resolve defendants' elector status using Idaho Code section 34-432. 
Here, defendants were challenged, they took the election day oath, and tbat qualification 
controversy was presented to the County Clerk aRer the election. On December 27, the 
County Clerk followed the procedure of Idaho Code section 34432, but defendants never 
responded as required by law. Facts before this court have verified that defendants nevcr 
returned the required ER- 17 form. Thus. thc Kootenai County Clerk removed defendants 
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from the registration rolls on January 18, 2008. The resolution of that election day 
controversy was that defendants had not met the qualification requirement necessar). to 
gain incumbency. 
This argument dispensed for the requirement of an election challenge. because 
defendants, while elected, never qualified for their respective offices. Plaintiff never 
believed defendants were incumbents, thus jt did not request Kooknai County prosecutors 
initiate a quo m n t o  proceeding. Without qualification, no incumbency accrued. (Clark, 
30 Idaho at 106.) Further, Idaho  cod^ section 50-60 1 requires a Mayor to "'remainO a 
qualified elector during his term of office." and Idaho Code section 50-702 requires a 
councilperson to ''remainn a qualified elector under the constitution and laws of the state of 
Idaho." Here, an election day eontmversy related to defendants' qualifications to hold 
off~ce was unresolved until after vote canvassing and the administration o f  the oath of 
oEce, but when resolved it resulted in disqmlification to hold office. Both Idaho Code 
section 50-601 and 50-702 srate t5at eligibility to held ofice is depender1-i on qualified 
elector status being =tanned for t f~e  term of the aEce held. 
Finally, Idaho Code seelion 50-464 states, "IJjfa person elected GIs io qualify, a 
vacancy shall be declared to exis& which vacancy shaIl 'be filled by the mayor and the 
council." The statutory use of thc word "shall" requires a vacancy to be dedared, but that 
statute does not state what entity must declare said vacancy. Here, plaintiffs attorney told 
defendants that a vacancy existed, but defadants refused to accept that interpretation of 
Idaho law, thus plaintiff brou&t this suit for declaratory judgment so this Corn could 
make that declaration of vacancy. Zn suppoa of i t s  suit, plaintiff notes that deFendants have 
argued that plaintiff cannot declare a vilcmcy exists, because it may be under a conflict of 
interest or be otherwise biased as to the outcome. Given the smdl size. of plaintiff, at or 
around one hundred (100) residents and about forty (40) registered electors, plaintiff 
Piaimtiffs Bricf of Chrk v. Wonnucllrr in Supprt  of Reqsamt for Declaratory Jadgmenr - 
CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
concurs with defendants' assessment and requests this Court declare said vacancy. 
Therefox, plaintiff herein renews its plea for this Court 'Lo declare vacancy exists in its 
Mayor's office and in the office of one Councilperson. 
CONCLUSION 
The Idaho Constitution, its statutes. and its case law require two elements be 
satisfied for incumbency to accrue to a candidate. Those two eiements are election and 
qualification. Here, defendants were elected, but their putative election day qualifi~ations 
made under oath that day were found null and void in a finding by the Kdotemi County 
Clerk when defimdants did not respond to that Clerk's challenge inquiry letter sent pursuant 
to Idaho Code section 34-432. Therefore, defendants were not qualified to vote or to 
become incumbents, and this Court should deciare vacancies exid in the two offices ta 
which defendants were elected, pursuant to Idaho Code sections 50-469 and 509-901(4). 
Arthur B. Macornber 
Attorney at Law 
Counsel. for Plainrifs 
PlaintifPs Brief of Ciurk v. WonrramH in Snpp~rt of  Request far Declaratory Judgment - 
CITY OF HUETTER v. Keene 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 28th day of April, 2008,l cawed to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing: 
PLAnNfllFE"S BRIEF OF CLARK I? WONNACOTT 
IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
by facsirmle to: 
Susan P. Weeks 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1 626 Lincoln Way 
Coeul d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664- 1 684 
Covmel to D e f h r s  Keene and Brown 
Judge Haynes 
Facsimile: 208-446- 1 132 
DATED this 28th day of April, 2008 
Arthur B. Macomber 
City Attorney for Plaintiff City of Huetter 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 1 
Corporation 1 
CASE NO. CV-2008-2252 
PLAINTIFF, 1 
1 MEMORANDUM OPINION: 
VS. 1 FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 





This matter of City of Huetter's Request for Declaratory Judgment to Ascertain Status, 
and Request for Injunction against Bradley W. Keene and Jennifer L. Brown, was tried before 
this Court on April 24,2008. Arthur B. Macomber appeared for Plaintiff and Susan P. Weeks 
appeared for Defendants. The parties stipulated to the factual background of the case, and 
argued the matter to the Court as a matter of law. After hearing the evidence of the parties and 
the arguments of counsel, and being fully advised herein, this Court now finds for 
Plaintiff and against Defendants, and hereby makes the following special findings of fact 
and conclusions of law, which constitute the decision of the Court. 
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FACTS 
The facts in this case are stipulated by counsel andlor testified to, and are as follows: 
1. Defendants Keene and Brown timely filed verified declarations of candidacy in compliance 
with I.C. 5 50-432. 
2. Defendants Keene and Brown's entries as electors in the election record and poll book were 
challenged by entries of challenge in the record and poll book, as were the entries of David 
Meeks, Jackie Meeks, Josh Douglas, Andrew Kienow, Carissa Lindblom, Shawn Marquette, 
Misty Permenter, James Pilmore, Lang Sumner and John Whitaker. The city clerk notified the 
Kootenai County Election Department of all challenges in the combination election record and 
poll book. 
3. Defendant Keene was elected mayor and Defendant Brown was elected as a council member 
at the election conducted November 6,2007. 
4. On November 9, 2007, Plaintiff City of Huetter timely canvassed the votes and determined 
that Defendants Brown and Keene were two of three people elected as stated in paragraph three 
(3) herein. 
5. On December 27, 2007, pursuant to Idaho Code 5 34-432, the Kootenai County Elections 
Department sent individual notifications of challenge to the twelve challenged voters at the 
addresses provided by them. The mail was sent by Certified Mail. The Post Office was unable 
to find Defendant Keene at home and left a notice for him to retrieve hls letter from the Post 
Office. Defendant Keene was unable to retrieve his registered letter from the Post Office 
because of his work hours. Defendant Keene testified that he did not ask h s  roommates, Lang 
Surnner and Luke Gibler, to pick up h s  Certified Mail, partly because Defendant Keene had 
spoken with Defendant Brown about the contents of her Certified Mail, and Defendant Brown 
had advised Defendant Keene that it was unnecessary to pick up his Certified Mail, and at worst, 
he could re-register. 
6. On January 8,2008, Defendant Brown called Kootenai County Election Manager, Deedie 
Beard, to ask why she had been challenged. Deedie Beard testified that she told Defendant 
Brown that Brown had been challenged at the polls and had taken the oath of a challenged 
person. She also told Defendant Brown that she had twenty days to respond or be dropped from 
the rolls of registered voters and that each person receiving the Certified Mail must respond in 
his own envelope. Deedie Beard testified that Defendant Brown asked if she could re-register, 
and Deedie Beard answered that she could. Deedie Beard testified that she did not tell 
Defendant Brown that re-registering would satisfy the challenge letter. 
7. On January 9,2008, Defendants Keene and Brown were sworn into office at a regularly 
scheduled and noticed meeting of the Huetter City Council. 
8. On January 18, 2008, the Kootenai County Elections Department removed ten voters from the 
registered rolls, including Defendants Keene and Brown. 
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9. Defendant Brown testified that on January 24,2008, she called Deedie Beard and aslted if her 
vote in the November, 2007, election had counted; Deedie Beard told Defendant Brown that she, 
Deedie Beard, could not answer that question. 
10. On February 13,2008, Plaintiff City of Huetter refused to recognize or seat Defendants 
Keene and Brown, based on the City Attorney's assessment that Defendants were ineligible to 
hold office and therefore their offices were vacant due to their removal from the voter 
registration rolls by Kootenai County. 
11. On February 14, 2008, four people deleted from the official voter registration list, including 
Defendants Keene and Brown, appeared in person at the Kootenai County Elections Department 
to re-register as voters. A demand was made pursuant to I.C. $34-412(2) for a ten (1 0) day 
qualification hearing. 
12. On February 25,2008, pursuant to Idaho Code $34-412(2), the Kootenai County Elections 
Department held a hearing on whcther the four people requesting registration, including 
Defendants Keene and Brown, were qualified to register. Defendants Keene and Brown 
presented evidence as to their qualifications to register. Dan English, Kootenai County Clerk, 
determined they were qualified to register, and upon the conclusion of the hearing, registered 
them as voters. 
13. On February 25, 2008, and pursuant to Idaho Code $ 34-408, the registration roll was open 
for registering voters. 
DISCUSSION . . ,  
A Declaratory Judgment is appropriate only where there is an actual and justiciable 
controversy. A justiciable controversy is one that is not "hypothetical" or "abstract" in character. 
Davidson v. Wright, 143 Idaho 6 16, 15 1 P.3d 8 12 (2006). The facts of this case present a 
concrete justiciable controversy that requires this Court to clarify and settle the legal relations 
between the parties and afford relief from the uncertainty that the situation has caused. 
City of Huetter asserts that Bradley W. Keene and Jennifer L. Brown both failed to 
maintain their respective status as qualified electors, by virtue of their failure to respond to the 
valid electoral challenges, and thus became ineligible to hold office pursuant to I.C. $ 50-469. 
City of Huetter further asserts that Defendants' reinstatement to the roll of registered voters on 
February 25,2007, did not operate to cure the lapse in their standing as qualified electors for the 
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period January 18,2008, to February 25, 2008. 
I.C. 550-601 defines the qualifications to hold the office of mayor: 
Any person shall be eligible to hold the office of mayor who is a 
qualified elector of the city at the time his declaration of candidacy 
or declaration of intent is submitted to the city clerk and remains a 
qualified elector during his term of office. 
I.C. 5 50-702 defines the qualifications to hold the office of councilman: 
Any person shall be eligible to hold the office of councilman of his 
city who is a qualified elector at the time his declaration of 
candidacy or declaration of intent is submitted to the city clerk, and 
remains a qualified elector under the constitution and laws of the 
state of Idaho. 
I.C. 5 50-469 states the consequences of failing to qualify: 
If a person elected fails to qualify, a vacancy shall be declared to 
exist, which vacancy shall be filled by the mayor and the council. 
Defendants Brown and Keene rely on Toncray v. Budge, 14 Idaho 62 1, 95 P.26 (1 908), 
for their proposition that I.C. 5 34-2007 (Who May Contest Elections) and I.C. 5 6-602 (Actions 
for Usurpation of Office), are the only methods of challenging the status of an election. 
In Toncray, an elector challenged the election of Defendant Budge to the position of 
judge in the 51h Judicial ~ i s t r i c t .  The Idaho Supreme Court held that Idaho statute books 
contained two remedies for reaching the ineligibility of a person to hold office: (1) Sec. 11 9 of 
the Act of February 2, 1899, contesting the election of any person to office, and (2) by way of a 
quo warranto proceeding under Secs. 4612 to 461 9, Rev. Statutes. Defendants further argue that 
Plaintiff, City of Huetter, does not have standing to bring either form of challenge, and therefore 
Plaintiffs action for Declaratory Judgment should be dismissed. 
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Defendants' proposition may have been true in 1908 when Toncrq was decided, but 
presently, and since 1978, I.C. $ 50-469 has created at least a third way of reaching the 
ineligibility of a person to hold office. 
I.C. 5 34-2007: 
I.C. 5 34-2007 is not applicable to the instant case in that City of Huetter is not 
challenging the actual election of Defendants Keene and Brown. Rather, City of Huetter alleges 
that Keene and Brown became unqualified electors after having begun their terms of office. 
I.C. €j 6-602: 
I.C. 5 6-602 is likewise inapplicable to the present circumstances. The judicial history of 
I.C. 5 6-602, sometimes referred to as a quo warranto type proceeding, indicates that this 
proceeding is properly utilized in an action brought on behalf of the people by the prosecuting 
attorney against a person who holds or exercises office without legal authority, hence the title 
"Actions for Usurpation of Office." 
In People v. Green, 1 Idaho 235 (1d.Terr. 1869) a Mr. Green was elected Ada County 
Treasurer in 1865 and took office January, 1866. One Logan was elected to the same office in 
1867, but failed to qualify for failure to post the required bond and so was not sworn into office. 
Green continued to serve as Treasurer. In August 1867, one Glidden was elected to commence 
his term in the office, as of January 1868. When Green would not relinquish the office, a qtlo 
waranto type action was brought in the name of the people on behalf of Glidden alleging that 
Green was usurping the office of Treasurer. 
In People v. Havird, 2 Idaho 498,25 Pac.294 (1 889), a quo warranto type action was 
employed to try the title of Havird to the office of Boise County Sheriff among several 
claimants. See also mitten v. Chapman, 45 Idaho 653,264 P.871 (1928) (a quo war-ranto type 
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action to oust the defendant incumbent public officer and to induct the plaintiff into that office); 
Tiegs v. Patterson, 81 Idaho 46, 336 P.2d 687 (1959) (a quo wa?v-anto type action in which 
plaintiff sought to obtain the office of Nampa & Meridian Irrigation District Director from 
defendant who would not relinquish); People ex. rel. Neilson v. Wilkins, 101 Idaho 394, 614 P.2d 
41 7 (1980) (special prosecutor filed quo wavranto type suit for removal of defendant on issue of 
defendant's residency at time of election. Suit dismissed on grounds that an I.C. 56-602 action 
applies only to conditions existing at time action is brought). 
I.C. lj 50-469: 
Defendants argue that I.C. 5 50-469 is inapplicable under the facts of this case because 
the statute amounts to a legislative reply to the narrow holding in Clark v. Wonnacott, 30 Idaho 
98, 162 P. 1074 (1 91 7), in which the court held that a vacancy was not created when an elected 
official failed to qualify for office before his death. In that case Wonnacott won the November 
19 14 election for a two year term of service as Kootenai County Assessor. Two years later, one 
McFarland won the November 191 6 election for that same office, but Mr. McFarland died before 
he became qualified for the office; that is, before he took the oath of office and posted the then 
required bond. The Kootenai County Board of County Commissioners declared the office vacant 
and appointed Clark to the office. Clark then brought an application for a writ of mandate 
requiring Wonnocatt to give over the office to him. The Idaho Supreme Court invalidated the 
Board's appointment of Clark and held that no vacancy existed such that would authorize the 
Board to make an appointment to fill the position. The controlling statute at the time was Sec. 
32a, Rev. Codes, which stated that every official elected to a public office shall hold that office 
until his successor is elected and qualified (emphasis added). The court held that there existed 
no vacancy because McFarland, although elected, had not qualified to take office before his 
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death, and therefore, the incumbency of Wonnacott was never terminated. Defendants urge this 
Court to conclude that because Defendants Brown and Keene took their oaths and began serving 
their terms of office on January 9, 2008, I.C. 5 50-469 does not operate to create a vacancy 
under these facts because the statute creates a vacancy only if the elected official is unqualified 
and thus unable to take the oath of office. 
In the alternative, Plaintiff City of Huetter argues that the holding in Clark suggests that 
had Mr. McFarland been elected qualified, and then died, a vacancy would have been 
created that would have triggered an appointment by the Board of County Commissioners. 
Due to the various interpretations urged by the parties in the case, and the interrelation of 
several statutes, this Court will analyze the relevant statutes with a specific emphasis on I.C. 5 
50-469. 
An ordinance is ambiguous where reasonable minds might differ or be uncertain as to its 
meaning. Payette River Prop. Owners Ass 'n. v. Board of Commissioners of Valley County, 132 
Idaho 551, 976 P.2d 477 (1999). This Court's review of I.C. 550-469 does not lead it to a clear 
and simple understanding of how that statute should be applied within the body of Idaho election 
law. Therefore, this court will look to rules of construction for guidance, and will consider the 
reasonableness of proposed interpretations. Id., at 557, 976 P.2d 477 (1 999). 
All sections of applicable statutes must be construed together so as to determine the 
legislature's intent. Friends ofFarm to Market Road v. Valley County, 137 Idaho 192,46 P.3d 9 
(2002). Separate statutes dealing with the same subject matter should be construed 
harmoniously, if at all possible, so as to further the legislative intent. State v. Malancl, 124 Idaho 
537, 861 P.2d 107 (Ct.App. 1993). It is also axiomatic to state that statutes should not be 
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construed in a way that leads to absurd results. Pa-yette River Prop. Owners Ass 'n. at 557, 976 
P.2d 477 (1999). 
This Court will now construe the relevant statutes with the above standards in mind. 
I.C. $5 50-601 and 50-702 both require a public official to remain eligible to hold office, 
that is, to remain a "qualified elector" during his term of office. I.C. $50-469 states that an 
elected person who fails to "qualify" is subject to a declaration that a vacancy exists, which 
vacancy shall be filled by the mayor and council. I.C. $59-901 lists several events which cause a 
vacancy to occur during an elected person's term of office, including subsection 4, which states 
that a vacancy is created upon "[tlhe decision of a competent tribunal declaring his office 
vacant." 
What is a qualified elector? 
Article VI, $2 of the Idaho Constitution defines a "qualified elector" as having 
accomplished the following four requirements: 1) United States citizenship, 2) 18 years of age, 
3) residency in the county in which he is voting, and 4) voter registration under the law. 
I.C. $50-402(c) defines a "qualified elector" in essentially the same way, only adding that 
residency must be for thirty (30) days prior to the election. 
The facts pertaining to Defendants Keene and Brown establish that they have at all times, 
pertinent to this issue, satisfied the requirements of citizenship, age and residency. But the facts 
also establish that fiom the dates of January 18,2008, to February 25,2008, Defendants were not 
registered voters. Thus, for that period of time Defendants were not qualified electors during 
their respective terms of office. 
The holding in Clark, states that an incumbent holds his office until his successor is both 
elected and qualified. The logic of this holding implies that if a successor is elected and 
qualified, thus terminating any incumbency, and subsequently during his term of office becomes 
unqualified, a vacancy is created. In fact, the language of the Clarli decision is that a vacancy 
exists where there is no person lawfully authorized to assume and exercise at present the duties 
of the office. Id at 104. 
As Defendants Keene and Brown were elected, qualified and took their oaths of office on 
January 9, 2008, thus terminating any incumbency, but did not remain qualified electors during 
their terms of offices, this Court hereby declares that a vacancy exists in each office pursuant to 
I.C. tj 59-901 (4). Said vacancies are to be filled by the now existing mayor and council of City 
of Huetter pursuant to I.C. 5 50-469. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. The facts of this case present a concrete justiciable controversy appropriate for 
declaratory judgment. 
2. 1.C.- tj 50-601 and 5 50-702, respectively, require mayors and councilmen to remain 
qualified electors during their terms of office. 
3. I.C. 5 34-2007 is the statutory authority by which an elector may contest the election 
of a person to any office other than executive state officers and members of the legislature. 
4. I.C. 5 6-602 is the statutory authority by which an action may be brought in the name 
of the people of the state against any person who usurps, intrudes into, holds or exercises any 
office without lawful authority. . 
5. No vacancy is created when a successor to an office is elected but fails to qualify (i.e., 
unable to take an oath of office) prior to beginning his term of office. Clark v. Wonnacott, 30 
Idaho 98, 162 P. 1074 (1 9 17). 
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6. A vacancy is created when a person elected fails to remain a qualified elector during 
his term of office. I.C. tj 50-469. 
7 .  A person fails to be a qualified elector if that person is not a registered voter. Article 
VI, $ 2 ,  Idaho Constitution; I.C. tj 50-402(c). 
8. Defendants Brown and Keene were not registered voters from January 18, 2008, to 
February 25, 2008, during their respective terms of office, and as such were not qualified electors 
during that period of time. 
9. Defendants' failure to remain qualified electors during their respective terms of office 
creates a vacancy in their offices. 
10. This Court declares said vacancies to exist pursuant to I.C. ij 59-901(4), said 
vacancies to be filled by the existing City of Huetter acting mayor and council pursuant to I.C. 
4 50-469. 
Dated this day of May, 2008. 
L A N s I N ~ .  HAYNES ' 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILTNG/DELIlrERY 
On this b day of May, 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed in 
the U.S. Mails, postage prepaid, sent via interoffice mail, or sent via facsimile, addressed to the 
following: 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 2 15 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 14 
Fax: 208-664-9933 
Susan P. Weeks 
James, Vernon & Weeks 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 14 
Fax: 208-664- 1684 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: h~q- '. 
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Arthur B. Macumber, Attarney at Law 
408 E. Shaman Avenue, Suite 2 15 
Coeur d' Alene, TD 838'1 4 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 2084G4-9933 
State Bar No. 7370 
Counsel lo PluintlrClj, of Huettev 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idetho 
municipal corpmtion; Case No: CV-08-2252 1 
1 
vs. 
) r n A L  JUDGMENT 
1 
BaADLEY W KEENE and 1 
JENNIFER L. BROWN, 1 1 
Defmdants, 1 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 and based on this Court's May 6, 
2008 Mmorandurn Opinian, the Court orders and decrcea that: 
I .  Vacancies are declared to  exist In the Mayoral and one Councilperson position 
of the City of I-luetter pursuant to LC. § 59-901(4), said, vacancies to be filled 
usiw the procedure mandated by Idaho Code section 50-469; 
2. This Court h,ercby dissalvcs the stipulated mutual injunction granted on April 
Dated t11i.s day of May, 2008. 
App,mved as to Form: 
Susan Weeks, Counsel for Defendants 
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Susan 1'. Weeks, ISD # 4255 
James, Vernon & Weeks. P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) 664-1 684 
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CLERK DJST;IICT 'COURT 
Attorney for Defendants Keene and Brown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAI, DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 
corporation, 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNIFER L. 
BROWN, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee Category: T 
Fee: $86.00 (Supreme Ct) 
15.00 (Dist. Clerk) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF HUETTER, AND 
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, ART MACOMBER AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, Bradley W. Keene and Jennifer L. Brown, 
appeal against the above-named Respondent, City of Muetter, to the Idaho 
Supreme Court from the Final Order, Judgment and Decree entered May 
16,2008. 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the 
judgment described in Paragraph I is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Rule 1 I (a)(l), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
4. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then 
intend to assert in the appeal; provided, such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
Appellants from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) Did the District Court err in interpreting Idaho statutes and 
declaring the City of Huetter elected positions filled by Bradley Keene and Jennifer 
Brown vacant? 
6. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
7. The Appellants request the preparation of the entire reporter's standard 
transcript as defined in Rule 25(a) Idaho Appellate Rules. . 
8. The Appellants request the following documents be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28: 
1 03/31/2008 Memorandum in Opposition to Hearing on Declaratory Judgment to Ascertain Status and Request for Injunction 
2 03/31/2008 Motion to Shorten Time 
3 0313 1/2008 Notice of Hearing on Motion to Shorten Time 
4 0313 1/2008 Notice Of Appearance Susan P Weeks for Defendants 
5 04/03/2008 Notice of Hearing 
6 04/09/2008 Stipulated Order of Preliminary Injunction and Setting Expedited Briefing Schedule for Declaratory Judgmen't 
7 04/10/2008 Reply Memorandum To Defendants' Opposition To Request For Declaratory Judgment To Ascertain Status 
8 0411 612008 Reply Memorandum In Opposition To Declaratory Judgment 
9 0412 112008 Stipulated Facts 
10 04/24/2008 Hearing result for Motion held on 04/24/2008 03:30 PM: Hearing Held RE: Declaratory Judgment 
11 04/28/2008 Defendants' Post-Trial ~ e m o r a n d u m  
12 04/29/2008 Plaintiffs Brief Of Clark v. Wonnacott In Support Of Request For Declaratory Judgment 
13 05/06/2008 Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
14 0511 612008 Final Judgment, Order Or Decree Entered 
9. I certifi: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
(a) A copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript and clerk's record. 
(c) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(d) Service has been made upon all the parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this 27"' day of June, 2008. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
f l  i 
By: L C -  @. 
Susan P. Weeks 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEMBY CERTIFY that on the 27t" day of June. 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated 
below: 
Coeur d '  Alene, ID 838 14 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16- 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB # 4255 
James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 14 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Fax: (208) 664-1 684 
DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendants Keene and Brown 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
CITY OF HUETTER, an Idaho municipal 
corporation, Supreme Court Docket # 35470 
PlaintiffIRespondent, 1 DC Docket # 08-2252 
BRADLEY W. KEENE and JENNIFER L. 
BROWN, 
VS. 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, CITY OF HUETTER, AND 
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, ART MACOMBER AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellants, Bradley W. Keene and Jennifer L. Brown, 
appeal against the above-named Respondent, City of Huetter, to the Idaho 
Supreme Court fiom the Final Order, Judgment and Decree entered May 
2. Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the 
judgment described in Paragraph 1 is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Rule I 1 (a)(]), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellants then 
intend to assert in the appeal; provided, such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
Appellants from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) Did the District Court err in interpreting Idaho statutes and 
declaring the City oFHuetter elected positions filled by Bradley Keene and Jennifer 
Brown vacant'? 
6. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
7. The Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: Declaratory Judgment trial held 4/24/2008 
8. The Appellants request the following documents be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28: 
0313 112008 Memorandum in Opposition to Hearing on Declaratory Judgment to Ascertain Status and Request for Injunction 
0313 1./2008 Motion to Shorten Time 
0313 112008 Notice of Hearing on Motion to Shorten Time 
0313 112008 Notice Of Appearance Susan P Weeks for Defendants 
04/03/2008 Notice of Hearing 
04/09/2008 Stipulated Order of Preliminary Injunction and Setting Expedited Briefing Schedule for Declaratory Judgment 
0411 012008 Reply Memorandum To Defendants' Opposition To Request For Declaratory Judgment To Ascertain Status 
0411 612008 Reply Memorandum In Opposition To Declaratory Judgment 
0412 112008 Stipulated Facts 
04/24/2008 Hearing result for Motion held on 04/24/2008 03:30 PM: Hearing Held RE: Declaratory Judgment 
04/28/2008 Defendants' Post-Trial Memorandum 
04/29/2008 Plaintiffs Brief Of Clark v. Wonnacott In Support Of Request For Declaratory Judgment 
05/06/2008 Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
0511 612008 Final Judgment, Order Or Decree Entered 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
9. 1 certify: 
(a) A copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript and clerk's record. 
(c) The appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(d) Service has been made upon all the parties required to be served pursuant 
to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this 25th day of July, 2008. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By: 
Susan P. Weeks 
Attorneys for Defendants 
AMENDED NOTlCE OF APPEAL - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 25" day of July, 2008, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated 
below: 
Coeur d7Alene, ID 83 8 14 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83 8 16- 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 









Bradley Kecne & Jennifer Brown ) 
Respondenrs/Appellants ) 
Civil Case # CV08-2252 
Supreme Court Case #35470 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
1. Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State 
of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the attached list of exhibits is 
a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being forwarded to the Supreme Court of Appeals. 
There are no exhibits entered in the above case. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto setklJy hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
17 ; 16 % S  ~ n , .  Kootenai County, Idaho this i Y day of ., ,2008. 
Daniel J. English 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
]-Clerk's Certificate of Exhibits 
b 




C ~ t y  of t-luetter ) 
I'ct~tioner ) C'iv~l Case k CVOX-2252 
) 
) Supreme Court Case d35470 
v. ) 
1 
Bradley Keene cE: Jennifer Brown 1 
Kespondents:Appellants 1 
CIJERK7S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally served or  mailed, by 
United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause 
as follows: 
Attorney fbr RespondcntsiApr~cllant Attorney for Petitioner 
Susan P. Weeks 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, 1D 838 14 
Arthur Macomber 
408 E. Sherman Ave. Ste. 2 15 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 14 
IN WITNESS W E R E O F ,  I hw.e ereunto se my hand and affixed the seal of said C o ~ ~ r t  at 
Kootenai, Idaho this / ?' day of 4 ,2008. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
tpe Di$tr~ct Court 
ub3P,A 
By: Deputy 




City of I-luetter 1 
Petitioner 1 Civil Case # CV08-2252 
1 
1 Supreme Court Case #35470 
v. 1 
1 
Bradley Keene & Jennifer Brown 1 
Responden ts1Appellants 1 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing Record 
in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and 
correct Record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the ldaho Appellate Rules. 
I certify that the attorneys for the appellant and respondent were notified that the Clerk's 
Record and keporterfs Transcript were complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is 
h 
out of town, the copies were mailed by U.S. mail; postage prepaid, on the a day of 
f? )py f Ib m2, 2008, 6, /.- 
I do further certify that the Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript will be duly lodged 
with the Clerk of the Supreme Court. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunR set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai, ldaho this /? day of c ,2008. 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 
' $.- Clerk of District Court 2 h % "  k4. f -uCord 
By: Deputy Clerk 
bbb 
